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ABSTRACT

Ni'_xZn,Fe204,with x=0.2 and 0.4 were prepared by a conventional solid smle

reaction technique. The samples were sintercd at various temperatures (1200"C, 1250°C.

1300"C 1350"C and 1400"C) in air for 5 hours. StructllTal and surface morphology were

studied by x-ray diffraction method and optical microscopy, The magnetic propcrties of

the fcrrites were charaeteri7.ed with high frequency (lkHL-13MHz) complex

pemleability and temperaturc dependent permeability measurcments. The cffects of

microstructure, composition and sintering temperatures on the complex permeability of

i\/;-Z/1 ferrite are discussed. A possible correlation among sintering temperature, grain

"izc and density is also discussed. The X-ray diffraction patterns of both compo8itions

clearly indlCate their single phase and formation of spinel structure. The lattice consmnt

of Ni,,~'Lno,Fe204 is found to he 8.3638 A while 8.3705 A for 11/io67.no£e,O,. The

increase in lattice parameter with increasing Zn content can he explained on the basis of

the ionic radii. The radius of the Zn2+ (0.82 A) is greater than that of the Ni"~ (O.78 A).

The microstructural study shows that grain size increases with sintering t~mperatllrc,

The dcnsity of the Nio,s2nv IFel04 samples increases as the sinlering temperatnre

increases from 1200'C to 1300°C, and above 1300'C the density begins to decrease. Thf

,Via6Zn",FelO, samples show similar behaviour to that of the NiosZnvFelO, samples

cxcept that the density is fonnd to be maximum at 1350.C. During the sintering proces~,

the thermal energy gen~rates a force that drives the grnin bonndarie~ to grow over pores,

thercby decreasing the pore volume and increasing the density of the materia!. At higher

sintering temperatures, the density dccreases because the intragranular porosity

mcrcases resulting from discontinnous grain j,'TOwth. The initial permcability

proportionally changes with sintering density. A sample with more uniformity and

larger grain size as well as highest dcnsity is obtained at 1350'C sintering temperalurc

(optimnm T,) for Nio.oZn04Fe204. The real part of permeability, p;'. is ob,erved 10 be

maximum at this optimnm T, for Nin ,Zno.,Fe2()" The permeability value increases with

increasing Zn content in Nil_x7.nxFelO" because the average grain size increases ",ilh

increasing Zn content. Larger grnins tend to consist of a greater number of domain

walls. Thus the domain ",all motion is affected by the grain ~ize and cnhanced with the

VI
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increase of grain size. The P:, therefore, increases with grain size. For both the

compositions, p,' is found to be maximum at optimum T, (depending on sample

composition). If the sintering temperature is higher than that of the optimum T" 1/;

decreases. Higher sinteJing temperatures (> optimum T,) may increa.~e the number of

pores within the grains of the samples, which result in a decrease in permeability. The

ferrite with high permeability tends to have its permeability decreases at a relatively low

frequency. The p,' values for all 5ample5 are found independent of frequency below the

resonance frequency. The relative quality factor (Q) for Nio6Zn04Fcl()' is found to be

2,1,,10' at 1250'C sintering temperature. The highest Q value at 1250'C for

NioJ-nn ,FeZ04 while 1200"C for 11,'insZno,zFelO, is probably due to the gro\\1h of lesser

imperfection and defects in them than those in the samples sintered at higher sintering

temperatures. The Curie temperature of NiO,eZn01Fe204 is found to be S16:t(C, while

353:tl"C for Nio6ZnOJ'eP4.
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CHAPTER!

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Ni-Zn ferrites with the spinel crystal structure are being extensively used in a

number of electronic devices because oflheir remarkably high electrical resistivity, low

magnetic coercivity, mechanical hardness, chemical stability and reasonable cost.

According to their structure spinel-lype ferri/es are natural superlatticc. It has tetrahedral

A site and octahedral B site in AB,G. crystal structure. It shows various magnetic

properties dependiog on the composition and cation distribution. Various cations can be

placed inA sile and B site to tune its magnetic properties. Depending onA site and B site

cations it can exhibit femmaguetie, antiferromagnetic, spin (cluster) glass, and

paramagnetic behavior [1-8]. Due to their remarkable behavior of magnetic and electric

properties they are subjects of intense theoretical and experimental investigation for

application purpose [2-16].

Most other technologically useful magnetic materials such as iron and soft

magnetic alloys have low electrical resistivity. This makes them useless for application~

at high frequencies, for example as inductor core in TV circuits. The problem is that

their low electrical resistivity allows cddy currents to flow within thc materials

'themselves, thereby producing heat. This wasted energy or the produced heat often

causes a serious problem. Thus, non-ferrite materials become inefficient as they waste

energy and the waste is more, as the frequency becomes higher. Useful temperature and

time stability are important additional characteristics which have widened the use of

fcrritcs into high frequency and wide-band transformers, adjustab1c inductors, quality

filter circuits, dclay lines, converters, particle acce1crators, read/write heads for high-

speed digital tape or disc readings, electromagnetic wave absorbers, rod antennas, radio

frequency circuits, computer technology and telecommunication applications [7-27].

The Ni.Zn fcrrites have been found to be on of the most versatile of the ferrite systems

for general use. The antiferromagnetic A-B superexchange interaction is the main cause

of the cooperative behaviour of magnetic dipole moments in the femtes, known as
•
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ferrimagnetism, which was observed in Ni-ZI'I fmites below their Curie temperature.

Recently, colossal magnetoresistanee (CMR) effect has been observed in ZnFe204 and

Ni substituted Znl_,Ni~Fe201 ferrites [2]' The present investigation is taken up with a

view to study the effect of microstruellire on the complex permeability of N,-ZI'I ferrite

prepared at varying sintering temperature.

1.2 Objectives of the Present Work

Ferrites are especially convenient for high frequency uses because of their high

resistivity. The high frequency response of the complex permeability is therefore very

useful in determining the convenient frequency range in which .a particular ferrite

material can be used. The mechanism of eddy current losses and damping of domain

wall motion can be understood from the relative magnitudes of the real and imaginary

parts of the complex permeability. The effect of composition and microstructure on the

ftequency response is therefore very useful. The main objectives of the present research

arc as follows:

• Preparation of various Ni/."zn~Fel04 (for x= 0.2 and 0.4) samples.

• Determination of structure, density and porosity of the samples.

• Study of surface morphology (grain size).

• Determination of Ferri magnetic to Paramagnetic transition temperature (Tc) from the

measurement of temperature dependent initial permeability.

• Evaluation of initial permeability as a function of frequency (1kHz - 13 MHz) for

samples having various microstructures (e.g. grain size).

From the studies of sintering temperature (T,) dependent grain size, an optimum T, can

be obtained for corresponding ferrite composition. A scaling of frequency dependent

initial permeability with respect to grain size can also be obtained, which will be helpful

for practical applications of the above-mentioned ferrites.

1.3 Summary of the Thesis

The formal of the thesis is as follows:

Chapter 1 ofthis thesis deals with the importance offerrites and objectives of the

present work.

2
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Chapter 2 gives a brief overview of the materials, theoretical background as well

as crystal structure of the spinel ferrites.

Chapter 3 gives the details of the sample preparation

Chapter 4 describes the experimental side and descriptions of different

measurements that havc bcen used in this research work.

Chapter 5 is devoted to the results of various investigations of the study and a

brief discussion.

, The conclusions drawn from the overall experimental results and discussion are

presented in Chapter 6,

3
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Douhle oxides of iro" and alher melals are ,mportam member" oj jerrimagnelic 'y"em commoNly known

a, jerriles_ The ouisianding propertie, ofjemles are their complex magnelic structure, which can he

vaned 10 I~ilor their magnetic proper/ie, for various high frequency appi,caliuns In Ihi" chap'er we

desc'rIbe a hrief owrview oj/he jerrilos The hasic issue of jerrimugnelism, cIYstal .<lrllcllIreof Ihe 'pmel

jerri/os and effec! of non-magm/ie Z" Sl<fuliluli(Jn on the magne/iC mOmenl, In spinel ferrites are

""cussed Afew theorelical G.'pe,ls of complex permeahility are also disCl<ssed.

2.1Overview oftbe Materials

Fcrrites commonly expressed by the general chemical formulaMeo.Pc203,

"here Me represents divalent metals, first commanded the public attention when Hilpert

(1909) focused on the usefulness of ferrites at high frequency [1]' A systematic

investigationwas launched by Snoek (1936) at Philips Research Laboratory [2J. At the

same time Takai (1937) in Japan was seriously engaged in the research work on the

same materials [1]. Snoek's extensive works on ferrites unveiled many mysteries

regarding magnetic properties of ferrites. He was particularly looking for high

permeability materials of cubic structure. This particular structure for symmetry

reasons supports low crystalline anisotropy.He found suitable materials in the form of

mixed spinels of the type Me2nFeJO" whcreMe stands for metals like Cu, Mg, Ni or Mn,

for ",hich permeability were found to be up to 4000 [1-3]. Here aftcr starts the story of

Ni-Zn ferrites. Remarkable properties like high permeability, low loss factor, high

stability of permeability with temperature and time, high wear resistance, controlled

coercive force, low switching coefficient etc. havc aptly placed N;-Zn ferrites as highly

demandable ferrites to both researchers and manufacturers. Every year great deals

of papcr arc being published on various aspects of Ni-Zn Icrrites. A large number of

seicntists and technologists are engaged in rcscarch to bring about improvements on the

magnetic propcrtics of Ni-Zn ferrites.

The sintering process is considered to be onc of the most vital steps in ferrite

preparation and often plays a dominant role in many magnctic propertie,. Tusaki el at. [4]

• •
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studied the effect of sintering atmosphere on permeability of sinlCred ferrite. They

found that high density is one of the factors, which contribute to greater permeability.

However, pemleability decreased in an atmosphere ""ithout (h at high sintering

tempcrature where high density was expected. This decrease in permcability is attributed

to the variation of chemical composition callsed by volatilization of Zn. At low

sintering temperature a high permeability is obtained in an atmosphere without (h

because dcnsification and stoichiometry plays a principal role in increasing

penneabiJity. At high sintering temperature the highest permeability is obtained in thc

presence of O2becausc the efject of decrease of Zn content can then be neglectcd.

Studying the electromagnetic properties of ferrites, Nakamura [5] suggested that

both the sintering density and the avcrage grain size increased with sintering

temperature. Thcse changes were responsihle for variations in magnctization, initial

penneability and electrical resistivity.

High permeability attainment is certainly affected by the microMructure of the

ferrites. Roess showed that [6J the very high permeability is restricted to certam

temperature ranges and the ~hapes of permeability versus temperature curves are

strongly affected hy any inhomogeneity in the ferrite structure.

Leung el al. [7] performed a Low-temperature M5ssbauer study of a nickel-zinc

ferrite: Zn'_xNixFelO •. They found that for x"; 0.5 the rcsultant A- and E- site Fe-spin

moments have a collinear arrangement, whereas for x> 0.5 a non-collinear

arrangement of .'1- and B-site Fe-spin moments exists. An explanation based on th"

relative strength of the exchange constant JAB and J88 is given to account ror thi~

dil"ference.

R"zlescu el al. [8] reported that the sintering behaviour and microstructure of

lhe fcrrilcs samples largely affected by PhO addition. PhD significantly reduced the

sintcring tcmperatures, thus energy consumption is minimized and matcrial loss hy

cvaporation is minimized [9].

Thcre arc two mechanisms in the phenomenon of permeability; spin rotation

in the magnetic domains and wall displacements. The uncertainty of contribution from

each of the mcchanisms makes the interpretation of the experimental results difficult.

Glohus [10] shows that the intrinsic rotational permeability jl, and 1800 wall

7
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permeability fl~ may be written as: fl, = I+ 2",11; I K and fl~ '" I+ 31(,11,'D/ 41, where

M., is the Sllturation magnetization, K is the total anisotropy, D is the grain diameter and

r=KJ", is the wall energy.

Rosales el al. [11] measured the complex permeability of Zn!_xNixFe20. ferritcs

with O.35:x5:QA, They show that thc relaxation frequency and magnctoeryatalline

anisotropy constant is related by the equation: h = /,0 + AK" where ho and A are

constants.

EI-Shabasy [12] studied the DC electrical resistivity of ZnxNil_,Fe204 ferrites. He

sho\'>1>that the ferrite samples have semiconductor behaviour where DC electrical

resistivity decreases on increasing thc temperature. peT) for all samples follows

p(T) = Pocxp(E Ik,;f) , where E is thc activation energy for electric conduction and

Po is the pre-exponential constant or resistivity at infinitely high temperatllre. The DC

resistivity, p(T) , decreases as the Zn ion substillltion increases. It is reported that :tn

ions prefcr the occupation of tetrahedral (A) sitcs, Ni ions prefer the occupalion of

octahedral (B) sites while Fe ions partially occupy the A and B sites. On increasing Zn

substitution (at A sites), the Ni ion concentration (at B sites) wiIJ decrease. This lead to

the migration of some Fe ions from A sites to B sites to substitute the reduction in Ni ion

concentration at B sites. As a result, the number of ferrous and ferric ions at B sites

(which is responsible for electric conduction in ferrites) increases. Consequently p

decreases on Zn suhstitution. Another reason for the decrease in p on increasing Zn ion

substitution IS that, LITle IS less resistive (p=5.92 pD.cm) than nickel

(r = 6,99 pD.cm). The main conductivity mechanism in ferrites is altribllted to electron

hopping between Fe". and Fel+ in octahedral sites. Resistivity in spinels is very

sensitive to stoichiometry; a smaIl variation of Fe contcnt inZno,Ni,,,Fe1«O,.y results

in resistivity variations of -10'. Excess Fe can ea"ily dissolve in spinel phase by a

partial r",uuction of Fe from 3Fe;+O, to 2Fe" Fej'O, (and 1/201 t )[2],
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2.2 Magnetic Ordering

Literatllre ,~",<'W

The onset of magnetic order in solids has two basic requirements:

(i) Individual atoms should have magnetic moments (spins).

(li) Exchange interactions should exist that couple them togethcr.

Magnetic moments originate in solids as a consequence of overlapping of the electronic

wave flmc!ion with those of neighboring atoms. This condition is best fulfillcd by some

transition metals and rare-earths. The exchange internclions depend sensitively upon the

inter-atomic distance and the nature of the chemical bonds, particularly of nearest

neighbour atoms. When the positive exchange dominates, which corresponds to parallel

coupling of neighbouring atomic moments (spins), the magnetic system becomcs

fcrromagnetic below a certain temperature Tc called thc Curie temperature. The

common spin directions are determined by the minimum of magneto-crystallinc

anisotropy energy ofthc crystal. Therefore, ferromagnetic substances are characterized

by spontaneous magnetization. But a ferromagnetic material in the demagnctized state

displays no net magnetization in zero field because in the demagnetized ~tate a

ferromagnetic of macroscopic size is divided into a number of small regions called

domains, spontaneously magnetized to saturation value and the directions of these

spontaneous magnetization of the various domains are such that the net magneti.-:ation of

the specimen is zero. The existence of domains is a conscquence of energy

minimization. The size and formation of these domains is in a complicated manner

dependent on the shape of the specimen as well as its magnetic and thermal history.

When negative exchange dominates, adjacent atomic moments (spins) align antiparallel

to each other, and the substance is said to be anti-ferromagnetic beluw a characteristic

temperature, T~,called the Neel temperature. In the simplest case, the lattice of an anti-

ferromagnet is divided into two sl1blattices with the magnetic moments of these in anti-

parallel alignment. This result is zero net magnetization. A special case of anti-

fcrromal,'Tletism is ferrimagnetism. In ferrimagnetism, there are also two sublattices with

magnctie moments in opposite directions, bl.lt the magnetization of the sl.lblattices are of

unequal strength resulting in a non-zcro magne(i7.-ation and therefore has net

spontaneous magnetization. At the macroscopic level of domain struetnres,

ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic materialsare therefore similar.
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I'igurc 2.1. Tempor4ture dependente of the inverse s"sctptibllity for; (a) a diamagnetic malerial; (b) a

parmnagnetic material, showing Curie', law beha,iour, (el a ferromagnetic malerial, showing a

spolllaneou, malo'lletizationfor T<T,' and Curie-Wei" behaviour for 1>1(.~(d) an anliferrom.gnelic

matenal; (e) a ferrim'gnetic malerial, showing. net spontaneous m.gnetiZ<ltionfor T<T( Jnd non iinoar
boh,vlOur for I>Tc.

The Curie and Nee! temperatures characterize a phase transition between the

magnetically ordered and disordered (paramagnetic) states. From these simple eases of

magnetic ordering various types of magnetic order exists, particularly in metallic

sub~tances. Because of long-range order and oscillatory nature of the exchange

interaction, mediated by the conduction e!Cctrons, structures like helical, conical and

modulated patterns might occur. A useful property for characterizing the magnetic

materials is the magnetic susceptibility, X,defined as the magnetization, M, divided by

the applied magnetic field, H i.e. X = M IH. TIle temperature dependence of

susceptibility or, more accurately, inverse of susceptibility is a good characterization

10
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p"rameter for magnetic materials, Fig, 2.1. Fig. 2.1 (el shows that in the param"gnetic

region. the variation of the inverse susceptibility with temperature of a ferrite material

1, decidedly non-linear, Thus the ferrite materials do not obey the Curie-Weiss law,

;(=C/(T-T" )[2, 13].

2.3 Crystal Structure of Spinel Ferrites

Ferrites have the cubic structure, which is very close to that or the mineral spinel

Mgo.AhO" and are e"lled eubie spinel. Analogous to the mineral spinel, magnetic

spinel have the general formula Meo.Fe}OJ or MeFe204 where Me i8 the divalent metal

i<)n[14j. This crystal structure was first determined by Bragg and by Nishikaw<I [1.13].

Fomleriy, spincls containing Fe were called ferrites but now the term has been

broadened to include many other ferrimagncts including garnets and hexagonal ferrites

thcse need not necessarily contain iron. The spinel lattice is composed of a close-packed

oxygen (radius about lJA) arrangement in which 32 oxygen ions form a nnit cell (hal is

thc smallest repeating unit in the crystal new,ork. The unit ccll of the ideal spincl

strnctnres is given in Fig. 2,2. 13etween the layers of oxygen ions, if wc simply vi8ualizc

them as spheres, there are intcrstices that may accommod"te the metal ions (radii

ranging from 0.6 to O.8A), Now, the intcrstices are not all the same: some which wc call

A sitcs are surrounded by or coordinated ",itiJ 4 nearcst neighboring oxygen ions whose

lines connecting their centers form a tetrahedron. Thus. A sites are callcd tetrahedwl

sites. The other typc of sites (B sites) is coordinated by 6 ncarest neighbor oxygen ions

whose center connccting lines describe an octahedron. The B sites are eallcd octahedral

sites. In the unit cell or 32 oxygen ions there arc 64 tetrahedral sitcs and 32 octahedral

sitcs. If all these were fillcd with metal ions, of either +2 or +3 valence. the positivc

charge would be very much greater than the negative charge and so the structure would

not be electrically ncutral. It turns out that of the 64 tctrahedral sites, only 8 are

occupied and ont of 32 octahedral sites, only 16 are occnpicd. Thus the unit cell contains

eight fonnula units AB}04, with 8 A sites, 16 B sites and 32 oxygen ions, and total of

8 x 7 = 56 ions. A spinel unit cel! contains two typcs of subeells, Fig. 2,2.

"
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Thc two types of subcells alternate in a three-dimensional array so that each fully

repeating unit cell requires eight subcdls, Fig. 2.3.

a
IJ ,'ali""

@) , .1 ,'ali"n

" ,
( .! ~ I)--~"i""

---_ ..-

Fi~"rc 2.2. Two ,,,beeli, ora unll coli of the spinel structure,

L
/

/

tig"re2.3, Unit cell of spinel ferrite divided Into eight 5ubeells with A and B ,iles.

The positions of the ions in the spinel lattice are not perfectly regular (as

the packing of hard spheres) and some distortion does occur. The tetrahedral sites

are often too small for the metal ions so that the oxygen ions move slightly tll

accommodate them. The oxygen ions connected with the octahedral sites move in

such a way as to shrink the size the octahedral cell by the same amount as the

tetrahedral site expands. The movement of the tetrahedral oxygen is reflected in a

quantity called the oxygen parameter, which is the distance between the oxygen

12
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ion and the facc of the cube edge along thc cube diagonal of the spinel ~lLbcclL

This distance is theoretically cqual to 3/8au where a~is the lattice constant [11.

2.4 Cation Distribntion of Spinel Ferrites

In spinel structure the distribution of cations over the tetrahedral or A sites and

octahedral or B sites can be present in a variety of ways. If all the Mel> ions in

Me"Mei+O, are in tetrahedral and all Me'+ions in octahedral positions, the ~pinel is

then called normal spinel. Another cation distribution in spinel exist~, where one half of

the cations Me" are in the A positions and the rest, together with the Me" ions are

randomly distributed among the B positions. Thc spinel having thc latter kind of cation

distribution is known a, inverse spinel. The distribution of these spinels can be

summarized a, [2, 15.16]:

1) NOffilal spinels, i.e. the divalent metal ions are on A-sites: Me" [Me;' ]0 •.

2) Inverse spinels, Le. the divalent metal ions are on B-sites: Me'+[Me'+ Me;' ]0,.

A completely normal or inverse spinel represcnts the extremc cases. Z" ferrite, have

normal ,pine! structure and its formula may be written as Z,,"[Fe"Fe"]Oi-. On the

other hand, .'/i ferrites have inversel spinel structure and its formula may be written as

Fe,+ [Ni'+ Fc"]O;-. There are many spinel oxides which have cation distributions

intermediate between these two extreme eases and are ealled mixed spinels. The general

cation distribution for the spinel can be indicatcd as:

where the first and third brackets represent tbe A and B sites respectively_ For nOffilal

spinel x=1, for inver~e spinel x~O. Tbe quantity x is a measure of tbc degree of

invcrsion. ln the case of some spinel oxides x depends upon the method ofprcparation.

The basic magnetic properties of the ferritcs are very sensitive functions of their

cation distributions. Mixed ferrites having interesting and useful magnetic properties are

prepared by mixing two or more different types of metal ions. The chemical formula of

mixed Ni-Zn ferrite may be written as (Zn;+ Fel_',)[,'V'i,~+,Fe;:,]();- where 00":'>1.

13
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Spinel oxides arc ionic compounds and hence the chemical bonding occurring in

them can be taken as purely ionic to a good approximation. The total energy involved.

however, consists of the Coulomb energy, the Born repulsive energy. the polarization

and the magnetic interaction energy. The ellergy tenn~ are all dependent on lattice

consmnl. oxygen position parameter and the ionic distribution. In principle the

equilibrium cation distribution can be calculated by minimizing the total energy with

respect to these variables. But the only cllergy that can be \vritten ",.jth <myaccuracy is thc

Coulomb energy. The individual preference of some ions for certain sites resulting from

their electronic confil,'Uration also play an important role. The divalent ions are generally

larger than the trivalent (bccausc the larger charge produces greater electrostatic

altraction and so pulls the Ol.lterorbits inward). The octahedral sites are also larger than

thc tetrahedral. Therefore, it would be reasonable that the trivalent ions Fel+ (O.67A)

would go into the tetrahedral sites and the divalent ions Fe2+ (o.8JA) go into the

octahedral. Two exceptions are found in z,,l' and Cd" which prefer tetrahedral sites

because the electronic configuration is favourable for tetrahedral bonding to the oxygen

ioIl.'>.Thu~ Zr?+ (O.82A) prefcr tetrahedral sites over the Fi+ (O.67A) ions. Zn2+ and

er,l' have samc ionic radius but Zn prefers tetrahedral sites and Co prefers ocmhedral

sites because of the configuration exception. Njl+ (O.78A) and Cr' (O.64A) havc strong
preferences for octahedral sites. Hence the factors influencing thc distribution the

cations among the two possible lattice sitcs are mainly their ionic radii of the spccific

ions, the size of thc interstices, temperature, the matching of their electronic

configuration to the surrounding anions and thc electrostatic energy ol"the latticc, the so-

called Madelung cnergy, which has the predominant contribution to the lattice encrgy

undcr the constrain of overall energy minimization and charge neutrality.

2.5 Interaction Between Magnetic Moments on Lattice Sites

Spontancous magnetization of spinels (at OK) can be estimated on thc basis of

their composition, cation distribution, and the relativc strcngth of the possible

interaction. Since cation-cation distances arc generally large, dircct (ferromagnetic)

interactions are negligible. Becausc of the geometry of orbital involved, the strongest

superexchange interaction is expected to OCCLlfbetween octahedral and tetrahedral

cations. The strength of interaction or exchange force betwcen the moments of the two
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metal ions on different sites depend~ on the distances between these ions and the oxygen

ion that links them and also on the angle between the three ions, The nearest neighbours

of a tetrahedral, an octahedral and an anion site are shown in Fig. 2.4. The interaction is

grealest for an angle of 180~and also where the interionic distances are thc shortest. Fig.

2.5 shows the inteionic di';tances and the angles between the ions for the differenl lype

of interactions. In the A-A and B-B cases, the angles are too small or the distances

between the meta! ions and the oxygen ions are 100 large. The besl combination of

distances and angles arc found in A-B interactions.

(a)
I //./" I
-----_.:'~,,,,,
-_.' ..)

Figu,"" 2.4. NearcM neighbours of (a) a tetrahedral site> (b) an octahedral ,Ile and (e) an anion ,Ile.
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Fig" rc 2.5. lnterionie angles in the ,pinel sln,eture for [be different type of lattice site interactions,
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For an undistorted spinel, the A.O-B angles are about 1250 and 154~ [1-2, 17J.

The B-()-B angles are 90~ and 1250but the latter, one oflhe B.B distances is large. In the

A-A case the angle is about 80°. Therefore, the interaction between moment5 on the A

and n site i5 strongest. The BB int~raction is much weaker and the most unfavorabl~

situation occurs in the AA interaction. By examining the interaction Involving the major

contributor, or the A-B interaction which orients the unpaired spins of these ions

antiparallel, Neel was able to explain the ferrimagnetism offerrites.

2.6 Magnetism in Spinel Ferrite

The magnetic moment of a free atom is associated with the orbital and spin motions

of electrons in an incomplete sub.shell of the electronic structure of the atom. ]n crystal~ the

orbital motions are quenched, that is the orbital planes rnay be:considered to be fixed in space

reblive to the crystal lattice, and in such a way that ill bulk the crystal has no resultant

moment from this source. Moreover this orbital-lattice coupling is so strong that the

application of a magnetic field has little effect upon it TIle spin axes arc not tightly bOlmd to

th~ lattice as are the orbital axes. The anions surrounding a mab'lletie cation subject it to a

strong inhomogeneous electric field and influence (he orbital angular mom~ntum.

However, the spin angular momentum remains unaffected. For the first tran,ition group

eJem~nts this crystal field effect is intense partly du~ to the large nwius of the 3d shell and

partly due to the lack of any outer electronic shell to screen the 3d shell whose unpaired

electrons only contribute to the magnetic moment. We have originally defined the

magnetic moment in eormection with permanent magnets. The electron itself may well

be called the smallest permanent magnet [I]' For Wl alom with a resultant spin quantum

munber S, the spin magnetic moment will be

where !? is the Lande ~plitting factor and flB' known as the Bohr magneton, is the

fundamental unit of magnetic moment. The value of g for pure spin moment is 2 and the

quantum number llSsociatedwith each electron spin i~ :t \ /2. 'The direction ofth~ moment is

comparabl~ to the direction of the magnetization (from South to North poles) of a permanent

magnet 10which the electron is equivalent. Fig. 2.6111ustratesthe electronic configuration of Fe

atolll~ and Fe." ions. Fe atom has four unpaired elcctrons and Fe 1, ion has live unpaired

16
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e1eclrOns.Each unpaired electron spin produced 1 Bohr magneton. In compounds, ions <lnd

molecules, account must be taken of the electrons Il5edfor bonding or transferred in ionization.

It is the number of unpaired electrons remaining after these processes occur tlmt gives the net

m<lgneticmoment [I]' According to the Hood's rules the moment of Fe <llomand Fe" ion are

4i'li and 5f.iH respectively. Similarly the moment of Fe" and Ni" ion are 4pHand 2i'H

respectively.

1'- g' 2p" Js! Jp" J(I" ~'"

@ @ @@@ @ @@@ @CDCDCDCD @

,,,-
@

,
H"

@ @@@ @ @@@
I,.JII""

o
Fi~u,.., 2.6. Electronic configuration of atom, and ion,

2.6.1Exchaoge Interactions in Spinel

I'he intense short-HInge electrostatic field, which is responsible for the magnetic

ordering, i~ the exchange force that is quantum mechanical in origin and is related to the

overlapping of total wave functions of the neighbouring atoms. The total wave function

consists of the orbital and spin motions. Usually the net quanttun number is writlen as S,

because the magnetic moments arise mostly due to the spin motion as described above. The

exchange interactionscoupling the spins of a pair of electroIl5are proportionalto the scalar prodllCl

of their ,pin vectors [14, 16, 18],

V,j",-2J1S,.S)

where J'I is the exchanb<eintegrnlgiven in a selfexplanatotynotationby

1,,[1111] dJ" '" 'fI,(1)'fI)(2) -+----- ~/,(2)'fIJ(2)dv, v,
'" '0 ',1 '"
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In this expression r's arc the distance~, subscripts i and j refer (0 the atoms, I and 2 refers to

tile two eledrons. If the J in equation (2.1) is positive, we achieve fcrromagneti~m. A

negative .J may give rise to anti-ferromagnetism or ferrimagnetism.

Magnetic interactions in spinel ferrites a~ well as in some ionic compounds arc

diJl"erent from the one considered above because the wtions arc mutwlly ~eparatcd by bigger

<mions (oxygen ions). These <mionsobscure the direct overlapping of the cation charge

distributions, sometimes partillily !IIld some times completely making the direct exchange

intemetion very ,,-eak Cations are loO far apart in most oxides for a direct cation-cation

interaction. Instead, superexchange interactions appear, i.e., indirect exchange via anion

p-orhitals that may bc strong enough to order the magnctic moments. Apart from the

electronic structure of cations this type of interactions strongly depends on the geometry

of arrangement of the two interacting cationR and the intervening anion. Both the

distance and the angles are relevant. Usually only the interactions with in first

coordination sphere (when hoth the cationR arc in contact with the anion) arc important.

In the NeC! theory of fcrrimagnetism the interactions taken as effective are inter- and

intra-sublalliee interactions A-B, A-A and B-B. The type of magnetic order depends on

their relative strength.

The superexehange mechanism between cations that operate via the intermediate

anions was proposed by Kramer for snch cases and was developed by Anderson and

Van Vleck [15, 16]' A simple example of snpcrexchange is provided by MnO which

was choscn by Anderson. From the crystal structure of MnO it will be secn that the

antiparalJel manganesc ions are collinear with their neighbouring oxygen ions, The OJ-

ions each have six 2p electrons in three antiparallel pairs. The outer electrons of the Mn"

ions are in 3d sub-shells which are hull' filled with five electrons in each. The

phenomenon of superexchange is considered to be due to an overlap between the

manganese 3d orbits and the oxygeo 2p orbits with a continuous interchange of electrons

between them. It appears that, for the overall energy of the system to be a minimwn, the

moments of the manganese ions on either side of the oxygen ion must be antiparallcl. The

manganese magnetic moments are thus, in effect, coupled through the intervening oxygen

lOll,The idca is illustrated in Fig. 2.7.

In Figs. 2.7(a) and 2.7(c) the outer electrons in a pair or Mn2< iOllS, and in an

intervening d- ion in thc illlexcited slate, are shown by the arrows. One suggested mode of
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coupling is indicated in Fig. 2.7(b). The two electrons of a pair in the oxygen ion arc

simultaneously transferred, one to thc left and the other to thc right. If their directions of

spin are unchanged then, by Hund's rules, the moments of the two manganese ions must

he antipnraJlel as shown. Another possibility i" represented in Fig. 2,7(d). One electron

only has been transferred to the manganese ion on the left. The oxygen ion now h"" a

moment of lJlB and if there is negative interaction between the oxygen ion and the right-

hand manganese ion then again the momenlS of the manganese ions will be antiparalleL If

Ihe,e ideas are accepted then the oxygen ions play an essential part in producing

anliferromagne!ism in the oxide. Moreover, because of the dwnbbdl shape of the 2p orbits,

the coupling mechanism should be most effective when the metal ions and the oxygen ions

lie in one straight line, that is, the angle between the bonds is 180°, and this;, the case "'1th

MnO.

11111----t(h)

Mn 0 Mn
3d 2p 3d

"+++J-+ II Hill
._------_! ,---------

II
:: j:iili:

11111

11111

11111------t

II
(c) IHI! II

------_1 !
II

"I I(d)

Figure 2.7, Illustratmg superexchangc in MnO.

("ation (hYJ!;cn Cation

Fi~ure 2.8. Schematic representation of the sup.rexchange int.'"ction in lh. msgnetic oxides. The p

orbital of an anion (center) interaOlwith the d orbitals of tne transitional metal cations.
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In the case of spinel ferritcs the coupling is of the indirect type which involves

overlapping of oxygen wave function8 with those of the neighboring cations, Con~idcr

two transition metal cations separated by an 0, Fig. 2.8, The 01- has no net magnetic

moment since it has completely filled shells, with p-type outermost orbitals. Orbital p,

has two electrons: onc with spin up, and the other 1/vith spin down, consistent with

pauli's exclusion principle. The essential point is that when an oxygen p orbital overlaps

with a cation d orbital, one of the p electrons can be accepted by the cations, When one

of the transition-metal cations is brought close the do, partial electron overlap (between

a 3d electron from the cation and a 2p electron form the dO) can occur only for

antiparallel spins, because elcctrollS with the same spin are repelled. Empty 3d Slales in

the cation arc available ror partial occupation by the d- electron, with an anti parallel

orientation, Electron overlap between the other cation and the d- then occurs resulting

in antiparallel spins and therefore antiparallcl order between the cations. Since the p

orbitals arc linear, the strongest interaction is expected to take place for

calirm-d'-calion angles close to 180G[2J.

. 2.6.2 Neel Theory of Ferrimagnctism

If we consider the simplesl case of a two-Sllblatlicc system having anti parallel

and non-equal magnetic moments, the inequality may be due to:

I) different elements in different 8;tes,

2) same element in different ionic states, and

3) different crystalline fields leading to different effective moments for ions having

the same spin.

The spins on one sublattice are under the influence of exchange forces due to the spins

on the second sublattice as well as due to other spins on the same sublattice. The

mokcular fields acting on the two sublaltices A and B can be written as [2, 13-18]

where ,f.! A and M~ are the magnetizaliollS of the two sublattices and A'S are the Weiss

constants. Since the interaction between the sublattices is antiferromagnetic, }.," must
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be negative, but AAA and ;1"8 may be negative or positive depending on the crystal

structure and the nature or the interacting atoms. Probably, lhe~e interactions are also

negative, though they are in general quite small.

Assuming all the exehange interactions to he negative the molecular rields will he

then givenby

Since in general, AM and }oEI< are small compared to ;1A8' it is convenient to express

the strengths of these interactions relative to the dominant ;1A" interaction.

and

In an external applied field if, the fields aeting onA and B sites are

At temperatures higher than the transition temperature, TN' H A' M A and M H are all

parallel and we can write

OJ)

(24)

"here C" and C B are the Curie constants for the two suhlattices.

CA = NAgfl~SA(SA +1)!3K

iV" and N 8denote the number of magnetic ions on A and B sites respectively and S" and

S8 are their ~;pjnquantwnmunbers. Solving forthe susceptibility, X, one gets [2, 13J

I T b
------

XC T-OXo
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1
%

T+(C1xol b
= ---

C T-B
(2j)

where C, 40' band B are constants for particular substance and arc given by

C",CA+C"

I I,,,, J- = --l [CA"'AA + CR"'&R + 2C ACRJ.."
%0 C

_ C"CR0_ --etA,," +,1.8&)-22••

Equation (2.5) represents a hyperbola, and the physic<llly meaning part of it is plotted in

Fig. 2,9. This curvature of the plot of 1Ix: versus T is a characteristics fe<llure of a

fcrrimagnet. It cuts the temperature axis at Tc' called the Ferrimagnetic Curie point. Al

high temperalUles the last tenn of equation (2.5) become negligible, and reduces to a

Curie-Weiss law:

C
%=----

T+(C1Xo)

This is the eqlUltion of straight line, shown da5hed in Fig. 2.9, to which the l/X versus T

curve becomes a,ymptotie at high temperature5,

,,,,

,,

_CIX." " Tc 1

Figure 2.9. The temperalure dependence of the inverse susceptibnity for ferrimagnets.
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The Ferrimagnetic Curie temperature Te. is obtained from equations (2.3) and

(2.4) with H ""0 and setting the determinant of the coeffieien(~ or Ai, eqUal to zero.

'1his gives

Equation (2.5) is in good agreement with the experiment, except near the Curie point.

The experimental Curie temperature, the temperature at which the susceptibility

becomes infinite and spontaneous magnetization appears, is lower than the theoretical

Curie temperature [13]. This disagreement between theory and experiment in the region

of Curie point is presumably due to the short-range spin order (spin clusters) at

temperatures above experimental T,. [2, 13].

0••, +=
0•-.
= "0

=,,.,
0="=
<

I

~I" " "
•,
",
"•
~

•> "•,,- 1"
0

"" "- ,

-••
" +•,
0•-.
• "0•,-0-0•""-

Ir,

Fi~u", 2.10. Superposition of variou, combination, of lwo opposing sublattlc. magnoli,ation, producing

dilTcring resultants including one with a compcn,ation point (schematlc).
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The subJattice magnetizations will in general have different temperature dependences

hecause the effective molecular fields acting on them are different. This wgge>;ls the

possibility of having anomaly in the net magnetization versus temperature curve" Fig,

2.10, For mOSl ferrimagnel.', !he curve is similar 10 thaI of ferromagncls, but in a few cases

there be a compcnsation point in the curve, Fig, 2.lO{e) [1, 13]. At a point below the Curie

temperature point, the two sublattiee magnetizations arc equal and thus appear to have no

moment. This temperature is called the compensation point. Below this lemperaturc one

sublattice magnelization is larger and provides the ncl momcnt. Above this temperature

the other magnetization does dominates and the net magnetization reverses direction,

The essential requisite for N6cl configuration is a strong negative exchange

interaction between A and B sublattiees which results in their being magnetized in

opposite directions below the transition point. But there may be case, where

intrasublattice interactions arc comparable with intersublattice interaction. Neel's theory

predicts paramagnetism for sueh substances at all temperatures, This is unreasonable

since strong AA or BB interaction may Icad to some kind of ordering especially at low

tempcrature, [n the cases of no AS interaction, anliferromagnetic ordcring may be

expected either in the A or in the B sublattice. Under certain conditions there may be non.

collinear spin lITraysof still lower energy.

2.6.3 Effect of Zipc Substitution 011 the Magnetic Moments in Spinel Ferrites

Fe,O, has ferromagnetic properties becaUSe ofils inverse structure which leads

to the formation of domains. A unit cell of Fe,O, contains eight lormula units each of

which may be written in the form Fe'. [FeH Fe'+JO'>-[15]. Snoek and his co-workers

found that oxides of inverse structure could be arlilkial1y produced in which the

divalent ions of anothcr clement, for example Mn, Ni, Co, Mg or Cu, could be

substituted for the divalent Fe]' ions in Fe,O,. An extensive range offefTiles could thus
4 _ ._

bc made having the general formula Feh[M" Fe'+jOi-, where arrows indicate spin

ordering. Since the trivalent iron ions are equally distributed on A and B sites they

cancel each other out magnetically, and the magnetic moment per formula unit is then

theoretically the same as the magnetic moment of the divalent ion. The Ni ferrite has a
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moment of 2.3P8 compared with a theoretical value of 2/-," [1]. Zn ferrite is a normal

spinel, with Zn1+ (3d''') ions in A ~ile" have zero magnetic moment; Fe3' ions in B sites

have a magnetic moment5PB' The cation distribution can be writtcn as

, .
Zn'+[Fe'+ Fe'+]O., where spin ordering is indicated by arrows_ The aro magnetic

moment of z,l' ions leaves trivalent iron ions on B sites with a negative BB interaction

between equal ions. Therefore Zn ferrite is not ferromagnetic. Line ferrite therefore be

expected to be anti ferromagnetic and thus to have a Neel point, though measurements

show it to be paramagnetic only [1-2, 13, 15].

Mab'lletic properties can be modified widely by cation substitution. An

illustrative case IS substituion of .'Ii by Zn in Ni ferrite to form solid solutions

The cation distribution be V>Titten

(-' "F ,. )[N". F''']O'"I'] -,]+",n, e,_, 1,_, ',,, , _. ",n IS diamab'lletie and its main effect is to break

linkages between magnetic cations. Another effect is to increase interadion distance by

expanding the unit cell, since it has an ionic radious larger than the Ni and Fe radii. The

most remarkable effect is that substitution of this diamagnetic cation (Zn) results in a

significant increase in magnetic moment in a number of spinel solid solutions, Fig. 2.11.

,
figure 2.11. Varialion of Magnetic moment (m Bohr magneton, per formula unit) with increasing ,inc

,ub'titu!",n ll, 2].
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Magnetic moment as a funclion of Z" content shows an increase for small substitutions,

goes through a maximum for intermediate values, decreases and finally v,mishes for

high Z" contents

A simple analysis shows that this increase can be expected for an antiparallel

alignment. As the ZI1 content incrcascs, magnetic moments decreases in sublaUice A and

increa.~e in sublatticc B. If the magnetic moment of Fe and Ni are 5 and -2.3 jI, lion.

respectively, then, per foufumula unit, the total moment in Bohr magnetons on B

sublauice l~ 2.3(1 - x) + 5(1+ x) and on A sublattice the total anti parallel moment

is5(l-x). If the resultant moment per formula unit isAf.,.(O), thcn by taking the

difference of A and B momcnts l15.1,

A(,(O) = 2.3{1- x) + 5(1+ x) - 5(1- x)

=x(IO-2.3)+2.3

A lincar relationship is obtained with a slope of7.7, predicting a momcnt value of 10jlIJ

per formula unit for Zn si.lbstitutionx = I, as shown by the broken lines in Fig. 2.11.

["his relationship is no! followed over the entire composition range. However, us the £11

contcnt increases, A - 0 - B interactions become too weak and B - 0 - B interacti'lns

bcgin to dominute. That is, the average distance between the interuding spins gets

larger. A~ a consequence, thc system becomes frustrated causing a perturbation to the

magnetically ordered spins as large number of B sites spins gets non-magnetic impurity

atoms as their nearest neighbors.

FigUrE 2.12. Schematic represent.tion of ,pin arrangements in Ni,_,Zn,Fe,O,: (a) ferrimagnetic

(for X 5: 0.5 ); (b) trillJlgular or YarCl.Kiuel (for X > 0.5 ); and (c) anlifcrromagnetic for X '" I.
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The B spins arc no longer held in place due to this weak anti-ferromagnetic A-B interaction

leading to non-collinearity or canting among the B sublattice. Thus for x> 0.5 Zn

content, instead of a collinear antiparallel alignment, canted structurc appears, where

~pin~ in B sitcs arc no longer parallel [2, 19], Fig. 2.12. Evidence of this triangular

structure has been observed by neutron diffraction [20]; a theoretical analysis showed

that departure from collinear order depends on the ratio of the A - 0- B to B - 0 - B

molecular field coefficients, AAS IAJlS [21]. For high Zn concentration, B-()-B

intcractions dominant and the ferrite become antiferromagnetic for x = I [2].

2.7 Microstructure

A polycry~tal is much more than many tiny crystals bonded together. The

interfaces between the crystals, or thc grain boundar;e," which separate and bond

the grains, are complex and interactive interfaces, The whole set of a given

material's properties (mechanical, chemical and especially c1ectrical and

m~glletic) depend strongly on the nature of the microstructure.

In the simplest casc, the grain boundary is the region, which

~ccommodates the difference in crystallographic orientation betwcen the

n~ighhollring grains. For certain ~imple arrangements, the grain boundary is

made of an array of dislocations whose number and spacing depends on the

~ngular deviation between the grains. The ionic nature of fcrrites leads to

dislocation patterns considerably more complex than In metals, sJnce

eleclro~tatic cncrgy account~ for a significant fraction of the total boundary

energy [2].

For low-loss ferrite, (ihatc [I] states that the grain boundaries influence

propcrtics by

1) creating a high ressistivity intergranular laycr,

2) acting as a sink for impurities which may act as a sinlering aid and grain

growth modifiers,

3) providing a path for oxygen diffusion, which may modify th~ oxidation state

of cations near the boundaries.
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In addition to grain boundaries, ceramic imperfections can impede domain wall

motion and thus reduce the magnetic properly. Among these arc pores, cracks,

inclusions, ;;ceolld phases, as well as residual strains. Imperfections also act <IS energy

wells that pin the domain walls and require higher activation energy to detach. Stresses

are microstructuw1 imperfections that can result from impurities or processing problems

such as 100 rapid a cool. They affecl the domain dynamics and arc responsible for a

much greater share of the degradation of properties than would expect [1].

Grain growth kinetics depends strongly on the impurity content. A minor dopant

can dwstical1y change the nature and concentration of defects in the matrix, affecting

grain boundary motion, pore mobility and pore removal [2, 22]. The effect of a given

dopant depends on its valence and solubility with respect to host material. ]f it i~ not

soluble at the sintering temperature, the dopant becomes a second phase which usually

segregates to the grain boundary.

/ ;,

<
'" 1

Ih)

I'i~u~ 2.13. Porosity character: (a) intergranuiar, (b) intragranular,

The porosity of ceramic samples results from two sources, intragranular porosity

and intergranular porosity, fig, 2.13. An undesirable effect in ceramic samples is the

formation of exaggerated or discontinuous grain growth which is characterized by the

excessive growth of some grains at the expense of small, neighbouring ones, Fig. 2,14.

When this occurs, the large grain has a high defect concentration. Discontinuous growth

is believed to result from one or several of the following: powder mixtures with

impurities; a very large distribution of initial particle size; sintering at excessively high

temperatures; in ferrites containing ZII and for Mil, a low O2 partial pressure in the

sintering atmosphere. When a very large grain is surrounded by smaller ones, it is called

'duplex' microstructure.
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fig"r. 2.14. Groin growth (al disconlinuous. (b) duplex (schematic).

2.8 Theories of Permeability

Permeability is defined as the proportionality con~lant between the

magnelic field induction B and applied field intensity H [2, 17,23]:
B=j.d-l (2.7)

If the applied field is very low, approaching zero, the ratio will be called the initial

permeability, Fig. 2.15 and is given by

!ill
P,=-

tiH {Oil"')

This simple definition needs further sophistications. A magnetic material

subjected to an ac magnelie field can be written as

H=H,ei((>t (2.8)

It is observed that the magnetic flux densily B lag behind l/. This is caused due to the

presence of various losses and is thus expressed as

B - B ' ,(",[-3)
- 0'

(2.9)

Here 0 is the phase angle that marks the delay of B with respect to H. The permeability

is then given by

where
B,/ =-' coso
Ho
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Ho Ho

(2.10)

(LIl)
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and
'I B,.
" ~-smoH,

(2.12)

The real part (,1/) of complex permeabilit), (p), as expressed in equation (2. I0)

represents the component of B which is in phase with H, so it corr~sponds to the

normal permeability. If there are no losses, we should have II = pi. The imaginary part

p" corresponds to that of B, which is delayed by phase angle 900 from H [13, 171. The

pr~seoee of such a component requir~s a supply of energy to maintain the alternating

magnetization, regardless of the origin of delay. The ratio of j/' to jj', as is evident

from equation (2. I2) and (2.1 1) gives

~o sin 0
~,~:= B 0 = tano
r _, coso

H,

This tan,) is called loss factor.

Th~ quality factor is defined a~ thc reciprocal of this loss factor, i.e.

Quality factor= -'-
ImS

,
And the relative quality factor, Q = L-

tano

ler<' <"ihlo
w.!1 m"li"n

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

,, //.-~~------
R"",,iblo ".11h"",i,,~

H" H

I'igurc 2.15. Scbemalic magnetization curve showing ~,eimportant paTJmct,r: initial perrncahLllty, jl,

(the slop' of [he curvc at low rLclds) and the moin magneti,.alion mcchanism in each magnetLzation range.
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The curves that show the variation of both ,/ and p" with frequency are called

the magnetic speetnun or permeability spectrum of the material [131.The variation of

penneability ",ith frequency ;s referred to as dispersion. The meawrement of complex

permeability gives us valuable information about the nature of domam wall and their

movements. In dynamic measurements the eddy current loss is very imponant. This

occurs due to the irreversible domain wall movemenh. The permeability of a

ferrimagnetic substancc is the combined effect of the wall pcrmeability and

rotational permeability mechanisms.

2.8.1 Mechanisms of Permeability

The mechanisms can be explained as follows: A demagnetized magnetic

material is divided into number of Weis8 domains separated by Bloch walls. In each

domain all the magnetic moments are oriented in parallel and the magnetization has

its saturation value M,. In the walls the magnetization direction changes gradually

from the direction of magnetization in one domain to that in the next. The equilibrium

po,itions of the walls result from the interactions with the magnctization in

neighboring domains und from the influence of pores; crystal boundaries and

chemical inhomogeneities which tend to favour certain wall positions.

2.8.1.1 Wall Permeability

The mechanism of wall permeability arises from the displacement of the

domain walls in small fields. Lets us consider a piece of material in the

demagnetized state, divided into Weiss domains with equal thickness L by mcans of

1800 Bloch walb (as in the Fig. 2.16). The walls are parallel to the YZplane. The

magnetization M, in the domains is oriented alternately in the + Z or - Z direction.

When u field H with a component in the +Z direction is applied, the magnetization

in this direction will be favoured. A displacement dx of the walls in the direction

,hown by the dolled lines will decrease the energy density by an amount [24, 25]:

2M,H.dx
L
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TIlis can be described as a pressure M,H, exerted on each walL TIle pressure will be

counteracted by restoring forces which for small deviations may assume to be kdx

per unit wall surface. The new equilibrium position is then given by

From the change in the magnetization

M1 = 2M,d
L '

the wall susceptibility x. may be calculated. Let H makes the angle B wilh

Z direction. The magneti~.a.tionin the B direction becomes

2M,d. 2M H(M1la =--cosB, And wIth H. = Hcose and d= "L ' K

we obtain

x, (2.16)

,>,
,

~

, ,

t, '
,

,, V ! ~\',
I
I

,,
X

Fig"re 2,t6. Magnetization by ".11 m01iofi and spin rotation.

2.8.1.2 Rotational Permeability

rhe rotational permeability mechanism arises from rotation of the

magnetization in each domain. TIle direction of M can be found by minimil-ing the

magnetic energy E as a function of the orientation. Major contribution to E comes from

the crystal anisotropy energy. Other contributions may be due to the stress and shape

anisolropy. The stress may innuence the magnetic energy via the magnetostriction.
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The shape anisotropy is caused by the bOlmdaries of the sample as well as by pores,

nonmagnetic inclusions and inhomogeneities. For small angular deviations, a,and a,

may be written as

A1 ,11ya, =--' and a =--,
M, ''-• JVJ,

For equilibrium Z -direction, E may be expressed as [24, 25]

where it is a5Si.lmedthat x and y are the principal axes of the energy minimum. Instead

of E" & E"" the anisotropy field 11: and H; arc often introduced. Their magnitude is

given by

11;' & 11;' represent the stiffness with which the magnetiz,ation is bound to the

equilibrium direction for deviations in the x and y direction, respectively. The

rotational susceptibilities

respectively arc

X" andX, for fields applied along x and y directions.
, ~

For cubic materials it is often found that H: and H; are equal. For

H: -= H; ~ HA and a field H which makes an angle () with the Z direction (as

~hown in Fig. 2.16) the rotationai susceptibility, X,, in one crystallite becomes

M "
Z ~--' sm ()
'.' HA

(2.17)

A polycrystaliine material consisting of iI large number of randomly orienled grains of

different shapes, with each grain divided into domains in a cerlain way. The

rotational susceptibility X, of the material has to be obtained as a weighted average of

X,, of each crystallite, where the mumal influence of neighbouring crystallites has to
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be taken into account. If the crystal anisotropy dominates other anisotropic" then H
A

will be constant throughout the material, sOonly the factor sin' () (equation 2.17) ha~ to

be averaged, Snoek [26] ass\lllling a linear averaging of X ',< and found

2M,
X'=3I1-

The total intemalsuseeptibility

4M' cos' () 2M
'Y- 'V +X - ' ,--'
•••• - •••••w ., - KL 3HA

(2.18)

If the shape and stress anisotropies cannot be neglected, H- will be larger. Any

estimate of X, will then be rather uncertain as long as the domain structure, and the

pore distribution in the material are not known. A similar estimate of Xw would

require knowledge of the stiffness parameter k and the domain width L. These

parameters are influenced by such factors as imperfection, porosity and

crystallite shape and distribution which are essentially unknown.
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CHAPTER 3

SAMPLE PREPARATION AND STRUCTURAL

CHARACTERIZATION

3.1 Introduction

A goa! common to all the fcrrites is the common fonnation of the spinel

slructure. Today, the large majority of fcrrile powders are made by the conventional

Ceramic process or Solid State Reaction method. Most non_conventional process

involve~ producing the powder by a wet method. Among these methods, some are [IJ:

I) Co-precipitation

2) Organic precursors

3) Sol-gel synthesis

4) Spray-drying

5) Freeze-drying

6) Combustion synthesis

7) Glass crystallization

In this chapter, we describe the solid state reaction method that is used in this research

work.

3.2 Conventional Solid State Reaction Method

In the solid state reaction method, the required composition is usually prepared

foml the appropriate amount of raw mineral oxides or carbonates by crushing, grinding

and milling. The most common type of mill is the ball mill, which consists of a lined

pot with hard spheres or rod inside. Milling can be carried out in a wet medium to

increase the degree of mixing. This method depends on the solid state inter-diffusion

between the raw materials. Solids do not usually react at room temperature over normal

time scales. Thus it is necessary to heat them at higher temperatures for the diffusion

lcngth (lDt/'l to exceed the particle size, where D is the diffusion constant for the fast-

diffusing species, and t is the firing time. The ground powders are then calcined in air



or oxygen at a temperature above 1000°C. For some time, this proce6S is continued until

!he mixture is converted into the correct crystalline phase. The calcined powders are again

crushed into line powders. The pellets or toroid shaped samples arc prepared from these

calcined powders using die-punch as>embly or bydrostatie or isostatic pressure.

Sintering is carried out in the solid state, at temperature ranging 11OO-1400"C, for times

of typically 1-40 h and in various atmospheres (e.g. Air, 02 and N2) [3-6]. Fig. 3.1

shows, diagrammatieally_ the stages followed in ferrite preparation.

The general solid state reaction leading to a ferrite MeFe104 may be represented as

where Me is the divalent ions. There are basically four steps in the preparation of ferrite:

I) Preparation of materials to form an intimate mixture with the metal ions in the

ratio which they will have in the final product,

2) Heating of this mixture to form the femte (often called calcining),

3) Grinding the calcined powders and pressing the fine powders into the required

shape,and

4) Sintering to produce a highly densified product.

3.3 Details of Calcining, Pressing and Sintering

CaleminR is defined as the process of obtaining a homogeneous and phase pure

composition of mixed powders by heating them for a certain time at a high temperature

and then allowit;g it to cool slowiy. During the calcining stage, the reaction of Fe20j

with metal oxide (say, MeO or M'/203) takes place in the solid slate to fonn spinel

according to the reactions [7]:
MeO + Fe202 __ MeFe204 (Spinel)

2M/;/1) +4Fe;03 __ 4M!Fc204 (Spinel) + 01

The NiO creep into Fe20j a.~below, to form an intermediate phase l,'iFc10. at low

temperature
Fe;03'" NW __ NiFeP.

Alter that Zn ions are introduced by

(l-x)NiFe20. + xZno + xFe20j ---0>-Ni!_;2n,Fe204
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Oxides of raw materials

Dry mixing by agate
mortar

Wet mixing by ball
millin'

Drying

Calcining

Milling and adding
binder

Pressing to desired
sha cs

Sintering

Finished products

Figure 3, t. Flow ohart of the ,tagos in preparatLon of spinel ferrile,
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The calcining process can be repeated several times to obtain a high degree of

homogeneity. "ibe calcined powders arc crushed into fine powders. The ideal characteristics

of tine powders are [2]:

I) small particle size (sub micron)

2) narrow distribution in particle size

3) dispersed particles

4) equiaxed shape ofpat1icles

5) high purity

6) homogeneous composition.
A small particle si7£ of the reactant powders provides a high cont""t surface area for initiation

of the solid state reaction; diffusion paths are shorted, leading to more efficient completion of

the reaction. Porosity is easily eliminated if the initial pores are vcry small. A narrow size

distribution of spherical particles as well as a dispersed state is important for compaction of

the powder during green-body formation, Grain growth during sintering can be better

controlled ifthc initial si~.eis small and uniform.

A binder is usually added prior to compaction, at a concentration lower than 5"t %

[2]. Bindcrs are polymers or waxes; the most corrunonly uscd binder in ferrite is polyvinyl

alcohol. The binder facilitates the particles now during compacting and increases thc bonding

betv..'een the particles, presumably by forming bonds of the type parlicle_bmder_parlide.

During sintering, binders decompose and are eliminated fmm the ferritc, Pressures are ~d

tor compacting very widcly but are commonly severn! toIlS per square inch (i. 0:., up to

HrNm-l).

Sinler;ng is defined as the process of obtaining a dense, tough body by heating a

compacted powder for a certain time at a temperature high enough to significantly

promotc diffusion, but clearly lower than the melting point of the main component. The

driving force for sintering is the reduction in surface free energy of the powder. Part Qf

this energy is transferred into interfacial energy (grain boundaries) in the resulting

polycrystalline body [2, 8]. The sintcring time, temperature and the furnace atmosphere

play vcry important role on the magnetic property of ferrite materials. The purpose~ of

sintcring process are:

1) to bind the particles together so as to impart sufficient strength to the product,

2) to densify the material by eliminating the pore~ and
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3) to homogenize the materials by completing the reactions left unfinished in the

calcining step.

Sintering of crystalline solids is dealt by Coble and Burke [9J who found thc

following empirical relationship regarding rate of grain grov>th:

d=kt"

where d is the mean grain diameter, n is about 1/3, t is sintering time and k is a

temperature dependent parameter. Sintering is divided into three stage~, Fig. 3.2 [2, 10J.
Stage 1. Contact area between particles increases,

Stage 2. Porosity changes from open to closed porosity,

Stage 3. Pore volume decrease:.; grains grow.

(,l (dl

Figure 3.2 Schema!" representation of slmering stages: (a) greenbody, (b) initial stage. (0) '"tcrmed,ato

stage, and (d) final slage.

In the initial stage, neighbouring particles form a neck by surface diffusion and

presumably also at high temperatures by an evaporation-condensation mechanism.

Grain gro"1h begins during the intermediate stage of sintering. Since grain boundaries

arc the ~inks for vacancies, grain growth tends to decrease the pore elimination rate due

to the increase in distance between pores and grain boundaries, and by decreasing the

total grain boundary surface area. In the final stage, the grain growth is considerably

enhanced and thc remaining pores may become isolated.

In Ni-Zn ferrites, the presence of Zn complicates the sintering process because

high temperature coupled with low oxygen firing will cause Zn loss. High densily is

important for high pcrmeability, but,o is Zn conservation. Tasaki [I] described two

allernative firings to achieve high density:

I) Low sintering temperati.lfe excluding O2 (Vacuum, argon, nitrogen),

2) High temperature in pure oxygen to reduce;tn loss.
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Accordingly, other properties correlated along with density:

I) Lattice constant is greater for OJ, smaller for vacuum

2) Curie temperature is greater for vacuum, smallcr for (h
3) Resistivity is greater for OJ, smaller for vacuum.

3.4 Preparation of the Present Samples

The Nil_xZnxI'e20. (for x ~ 0.2, 0.4) samples were synthesized using the standard

solid state reaction technique which is discussed in section 3.2. Powder of NiO (99.9%),

Zno (99.999%) and Fe2(), (99.99%) were used as raw materials. Stoichiometric

amounts of required powders were mixed thoroughly and then calcined at I 100'C for 24

hours, The calcined powders were then pressed into disk shaped and toroid shaped

samples, Fig. 3.3. 1be samples were sintered at various temperatures (1200.C, 1250'C,

1300'C 1350.C and 1400'C) in air for 5 hours, The tempcrature ramp was lO'C/minute

for hoth cooling and heating .

•(.)

Figuc.3.3. Sample (oj disk shaped, (b) Toroid ,haped.

X-ray diffraction study was carried out to determine the sample's structure using

an X-ray diffractometer with CII-Karadiation. The formation of the single-phase spinel

stmclure "'a~ thus confirmed from the diffraction patterns. Results of X ,ray di fli-a.<;lion

are discussed in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

I" lhi, chapler we describe basic experimentallechniques w measure Ih. lallice parameler>. average

grain >izes and frequency dependent AC permeability of jerrile samples. W. dmcribe aloo Ihe

e:<perime"lallechnlque for the mM.UrOmem 0/ tempera/ure dependent initial permeability. The Curie

tempera"', •.' of Ih. samples were determined Fa'" ,h;$ temperalure dependent inilial permeability

4.1 X-ray Diffraction

Bragg ref1ection is a coherent elastic scattering in which the energy of the X~

ray is not changed on reflection. If a beam of monochromatic radiation of wavelength

A is incident on a periodic crystal plane at an angle e and is diffracted at the same

angle as shown in Fig. 4,1, the Bragg diffraction condition for X-rays is given by

2dSin8=nA. (4.1 )

where d is the distance between crystal planes and n is the positive integer which

rcpresent~ the order of ref1ection, Equation (4.1) is known as Bragg law. This Bragg

law suggests that the diffraction is only possihle when /...:::"Jd[IJ.For this reason we

cannot usc the visible light to determine the crystal structure of a material. The X-ray

diffraction (XRD) provides substantial information on the crystal structure.

.... ,

ReflecTed IncidenT
ray

Figure 4.1. Bragg law of dlffrnclion,

X-ray diffraction was carried out with an X-ray diITractometer for the samples

.!I'il.xZnxFc104 (where x = 0.20, 0040), For this purpose monochromatic Cu-K" radiation

.-
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W3Sused. The lattice p3rameter for each pe3k of each sample was calcul31ed by using

the formula

a=d~h' +k' +1' (4,2)

where h, k and 1 arc the indices of the crystal planes. To determine the cxact lal(ice

parameter for each sample, Nelsion-Riley method was used. The J\'e1sion-Riley function

F(Ei) is given as

(4.3)

The values of lattice constant 'a' of all the pe3ks for 3 s3mple are plotted against

F((l), Then using 3 lcast square fit method exact lattice parameter 'a,,' is determined, The

point where the least square fit straight line cut the y-axis (i.e, at F(O) = 0) is thc actual

lattice p<lrameter of the sample. The theoretical density p" was calculated using

foI1O\';og expression:

(4.4)

where NA is Avogadro's number (6.02 x 1023morl), M is the molecular weight. The

porosity W3S calculated from the relation {IOO(p" -p")1 PthJ%, where PH is the bulk

den5ily measured by the formula P. =M IV [2].

4.2 Microstructure Study

The microstructural study of the Ni-Zll ferrite s3mples was performed in

order to have an insight of the grain structures. The samples of different eomp(lsiti(ln~

and sintered at different temperatures were chosen for !his purpose. The samples

were visuali>;ed under a high-resolution optical microscope and then photographed.

rhe pictures were taken at 400xmagnification. Average grain sizes (gnlin diameter) of

the samples were determined from optical micrographs by linear intercept technique [3].

'10 do this. several random horizontal and vertical lines were drawn on the micrographs.

Therefore, ",e counted the number of grains intersected and measured the length of the

grains along the line traversed. Finally the average grain size was calculated.
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4.3 Complex Permeability Measurement

For high frequency application, the desirable property of a ferrite is high

permeahility with low loss, One of the most important goals of ferrite research is to

fulfill (his requirement. The techniques of penneability measurement and frequency

characteristics of the present samples are described in sections 4.3,1 and 4.3.2.

4.3.1 Techniques for the Permeability Measurement

Measurements of permeability normally involve the measurements of the

change in self-inductance of a coil in presence of the magnetic core. The

behaviour of a self-inductance can now be described as follows, We assume an ideal

loss les, air coil of inductanceLa. On insertion of a magnetic core with permeability J!.

the induelance will be jiL" The complex impedance Z of this coil [41 can be expressed

as follows:

Z = R+ jX = jwL,fi = jwL.(p' - jj/') (4.5)

where the resistive part is R = wLo/--/ (4,6)

and the reactivepart is X=wL,p' (4.7)

The r, f. permeability can be derived from the complex impedance of a coil, Z, given

by equation (4.5). The core is taken as toroidal to avoid demagnetizing effects. The

quantity Lo is derived geometrically as shown in section 4.3.2.

4.3.2 Freqnency Characteristics of the Present Samples

The frequency characteristics of the Ni-Zn ferrite samples I.e. the initial

permeability spectra were investigated using an Agilent Impedance Analyzer (model no,

4192A). The complex permeability measurements on toroid shaped specimens were

carried out at room temperature on all the samples in the frequency range I kHz - 13

MHz. The real part I.ft:) and imaginary part (p,'I) of the complex permeability were

calculated using the following relations [4): p: = L,/ La andp:' = P: lano, where L, is

the sell~inductance of the sample core and La = Jl"N' S/,;] is derived geometrically.

Here Lo is the inductance of the winding coil without the sample core, N is the number
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of turns of the coil (N ~ 5), S is the area of cross section of the toroidal sample as given

below:

S~dxh,

",here d=d,-d,
2 '

d, = inner diameter,

d, = outer diameter,

h = height

and d is the mean diameter of the toroidal sample as given below:

d=d,+d,
2

,
The relative quality factor is detenl1ined from the ratio ~.

"mJ

4.4 Curie Temperature Measurement

Curie temperature measurement is one of the most important measurements for magnetic

materials. Curie temperature provides substantial information on magnetic status of a

substance in respect of the strength of exchange interaction. So, the dctermination of

Curie temperature is of great importanee.

Curie temperature was measured from the temperature dependent initial

permeability. For this measurement, the sample was kept inside a little oven with a

thermocouple placed at the middle of the sample. The thermocouple measures the

temperature inside the oven and also of the sample. The sample was kept just in the

middle part of the cylindrical oven in order to minimize the temperature gradient. The

temperature of the oven was then raised slowly. If the heating rate is very fast then

temperature of the sample may not follow the temperature inside the oven, and there

can be misleading information on the temperature of sample. The thermocouple

showing the temperature in that case will be erroneous. Due to the closed windmg of

wires, the sample may not receive the heat at once. Therefore, a slow heating rate

was used to eliminate this problem. Also, a slow healing ensures accuracy in the
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determination of Curie temperature, The oven was kept thermally in~uluted from the

~urroundings. The temperature dependent permeability was measured at a constant

frequency (100 kHz) of a sinusoidal wave.
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CHAPTERS

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Th. polycryslallme N;,.,Zn,Fe,O, (:<=0,2and 0,4j jerri/os wore ,l"djed. Vari~u,. "i_Zn ierrile ,ample"

were slnwred at var;aus temperature., (1200'(: 10 1400'Cj for five nou'8 Struciural and 8urfaee

morpnolol'Jl were slUdied by x-ray difTracUon me/hod and op/leal ""croscopy. The magne/lc properaes of
Ihe jerrite" were characterized with high frequency (lkH2_13MH2) complex permeability, and

'emperature dependent permeahility me(1$Uremenis.The effeCIS 0/ microstructure, compOSition and the

£in/"ring lemperQ/ure on Ih. complex permeability of Ni.Zn Jemles are discussed A p""ible correlatIOn

among sintering temperature, grain size and density ISalso di,cussed.

5.1 Lattice Parameters, Density and Porosity of the Samples

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns for the samples Ni!_xZllxFe104 with

x = 0.2, 0.4 are shown in Fig. 5.1. Analyzing the XRD patterns, we notice that the

positions of the peaks comply with the reported values [1]. The XRD patterns of both

compositions clearly indicate their single phase and formation of spinel structure. The

positions of the peaks and their corresponding miller indices for the samples

investigated are given in Table-5.l. Thc values of lattice parameter 'a' of all the peaks

for both compositions are ploited again,l Nelsion-Riley function, F(e), Fig. 5.2.. 1hc

measured lattice parameter, density and porosity for different samples sintcred at

different temperatures are given in Table-52. 11is observed that the lattice parameter

increases with increasing Zn substitution for both the compositions. The increase in

lattice parameter with increasing ZIIcontent can be explained on the basis of the ionic

radii. The radius of the Znl+ (0.82 A) is greater than that of the Nil+ (0.78 A) [1].

Table-5.1. X-ray peak positions for N'I.,2n,Fe,O, samples,

Samplc X-ray peak position with Miller indices
composition 20 (de"ree)

(220) (311) (400) (422) (511) (440)

Ni~.sZno2Fe£04 30.40 35.77 43.43 53.82 57.37 62.97
Nio,,zno,4Fe204 30.21 35.62 43.29 53.72 57.25 62.89

•
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Toble-S.2. The lallice parameter, density, pnro';ty, average grain size and "'"maooe frequeocy of the

N',.,zn,Fe,O, samples 5intered at VariO"5temporalure5 with fixed dweli timo 5 h(]u".

Sample Sinlering ", A' p, P <grain j;
composition temperature (A) (glcm3) (r;lcm') ("At) size> (MH=)

(0 (um)
1400 4.9693 7,I 13.1 5
1350 4.9775 6.9 10.7 6

I\io!Zno,2Fe~04 1300 8.3638 5.35 4.9896 6.7 8.8 7
1250 4.9306 7.8 7.2 12
1200 4.5749 14.5 6.9 ,

1400 4.8632 94 24.7 3
1350 4.9661 7.5 22.3 3

Nio 6ZlliJAFe204 1300 8.3705 5.37 4.9072 8.6 17.4 ]

1250 4.9010 8.72 11.7 4
1200 4.8163 10.3 8.9 9

Fig. 5.3 shows the density and porosity as a [unction of sintering temperalllre for

both compositions. The density of the NiQ,8ZnO.1Fe104samples increases as the sintering

temperature increases from 1200.C to 1300"Cand above 1300.C thc density decreases

slightly. On the other hand, porosity (P) of the sample decreases as increasing sintering

temperature up to 1300.C and above 1300'C the porosity increases slightly. The

Nin.6Zno4F"e}04 samples show similar behaviour of changes to that of Nio8ZnV,lFe,04

samples except that density is found to be maximum at 1350"C. It i~ known that the

porosity of ceramic samples results from two sources, intragranular porosity llIld

intergmnular porosity [2]. Thus the total porosity could bc written as P=Pm,,,,+ Plnle, The

intergranular porosity mainly depends on the grain size [2]. At higher sintering

tcmperatllres the density decreases because the intragranular porosity increases resulting

from discontinuous grain growth. Such a conclusion is in agreement with that

previously reported in case of MgCuZn ferrites [3].
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Figure 5.3. The variation of density (.) and porosity (.) with s;ntering t.mpcr~tuTc for (a) Ni,,,2n,,F .,0,

and (b) /1,'1""In. ,Fe,O, samples.

5.2Microstructures of Nj/.7nxFe20~

The optical micrographs of Nio8Zn02Fe20. and Nic6Zno .Fe,O. samples sintcrcd

at l400'C, 1350°Cand 1300°Care shown in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5, respectively. The results

show that an increase in sintering temperature increases the grain size and decreases the

porosity; the black areas are voids. It is observed that the samples sinterod at 1200.C

(not shown) with fairly small grains and open porosity devoid of intragranular pores. It

indicates that the 1200"C sintering temperature lltld the 5-hour sintering time were

insufficient for the complete fotTItationof the microstructure. On the other hand, it can

be noted that the sintering temperature of 1350°Csuffices to produce a homogeneous

microstructure with large grain size and a unifotTItsize distribution, Fig, 5.5(b). The

average grain sizes for all samples are presented in Table 5,2. The sintering temperature

has a great influence on the microstructure, We observed that there was no noticeable

variation of lattice parameter with grain size for a composition.
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Fi~ure 5.4. The oplical micrographs of N,.,Zn"Fe,O, samples sinten;d at cemperalu,es (a) 1400"C.

(0) 13S0"C and (e) 1300"C in air (magnificmion 400x)_
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Figure 5.5. The optical micrographs of Ni",2n"Fe,D, sample, ,inlered al temperatures (oj 1400°C,

(b) 1350.C and (c) 1300.C in air (m.gniflcalion 400").
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It is observed that the average grain size of the sample inereascs with increasing

sintering temperature. It is also obscrved that the sample composition has an influence

on the enhancement of grain size, The average b'Tain sizes for the samples

Nio6'7nn.Fe)O. are grcater than that of NiosZn02Fc20,.

Thc grain size reflects the presence of more or less grain boundary area. Even

porosity may be strongly related to boundaries since they can remove porosity. The

uniformity in the grain size and thc average grain diameter can control properties such

as the magnetic permeability. When the grain growth rate is very high, pores rna)' be Icft

bchind by rapidly moving grain boundaries, resulting in pores that are trapped inside the

grains. This intragranular porosity is practically impossible to eliminate, leading to poor

magnetic and mechanical properties,

The behaviour of grain gro'>Vlhrel1eetsthc competition betwcen the driving force

for grain boundary movement and the retarding force exerted by pores [4]. During the

sintcring process, the thermal energy generates a force that drivcs the grain boundaries

to grow over pores, thereby decreasing the pore volume and dcnsifying the material.

When the driving force of the grain boundary in each grain is homogeneous, the sintered

body attains a uniform grain size distribution; in contrast, discontinuous grain groVvth

vccurs if this driving force is inhomogeneous. The discontinuous growth of grain rises

with temperature, hindering the migration of the pore to the grain boundary and hcnce,

contributing toward the reduction of the sintered density.

5.3Complex Permeability

Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 show the real and imaginary permeability spectra for

Ni~8Znn2Fe20. and Nin6Zno.Fe)O. samples, respcctively. The permeability value

increases with increasing Zn content in Nif.,7.nxFe)fh With thc increase of sintering

temperature, T" the real part of the initial permeability is found to increase at first and

then decreases. In case of NiQsZnn)Fe204sarnples, p: increases as the T, increases up to

1300'C and abovc BOO.C, p: decreases. The Nio,6Zno.•Fe,0. samples show similar

change of permeability tv that of NiosZn01Fel04 samples except that II: is found to be

maximum at 1350.C.
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As the sintering temperature increases, the resonance frequency for the

Nio,iZnn.2Fel04 samples shifted from 12MHz to 5MHz and from 9MH7, to 3MHz for

Nio,;Zn04Fel04 samples. The fl: vall.les for all ~amples are found independent of

frequenc} below the resonance frequency. There is a sharp decrease of fl: and an

increaOoeof fl,/! above the resonance frequency. These curves arc coupled in that the

increase IOOosesdue to the increase in frequency result in a lowering of the permeability.

The resonance frequencies for all samples are presented in Table 5.2. The ferrite with

high permeability tends to have its permeability decreases at a relatively low frequency.

It is well known that the permeability of polycrystalline ferrite is related to two

different magneti~.ing mechanisms: spin rotation and domain wall motion [5, 6], which

can be described as follows:

f/,=l+X,,+x.,pm

where XW is the domain wall susceptibility; Mpm is intrinsic rotational susceptibility. x,.'

and Xspm may be written as : Xw = 31fM; D/4r and X'INn = 21fM; / K with M, saturation

magnetintion, K the total anisotropy, D the average grain diameter, and rthe domain

wall energy. Thus the domain wall motion is aliected by the grain size and enhanced

with the increase of gram size. The initial permeability is thercfore a function of grain

size. In our microstructural study we have seen that Zn promotes sintering, bringing

about an increase in grain sizes. Larger grains tend to consist of a greater number of

domain walls. The magnetization caused by domain wall movement requires less energy

than that required by domain rotation. As the nwnber of walls increases with the grain

sizes, the contribution of wall movement to magnctization increases. Therefore,

pcrmeability increases \Vith the increase of Zn content.

The study of microstructures reveals that the average grain sizes increases with

increasing T,. Thus for a large grain, permeability should increase as it varies

proportionally with grain diameter, Thus one can expect highcr fl," for the sample

sintered at higher T,. However, we have observed that for both the compositions fl,' is

found to be maximum at optimum T, (depending on sample composition) as sho'Wn in

fig. 5.8, If the sintering tcmperature is higher than that of the optimum T" jI,' decreases,

It is possible that the samples sintered at higher sintcring temperatures (> optimum 1;)
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may increase the number of pores within the grains which re8";Us In a dccrea..~e in

permeability. Similar behaviour was observed by Guillaud [7] in Mn-Z" fcrrites. He

demonstrated that the permeability decreased with increasing percentage of grains

pos8essing pores despite increasing grain sileo The evidcnce is clear that, ifporcs ean be

supprcssed or located at the grain boundaries, the pcrmeability will increase with grain

,izc, The relationship betwcen grain size and permeability would generally be linear

only if the grain growth is normal, that is, if all the grains grow prelly much at the same

time and same rate. Porosity at the grain boundaries is less damaging to the

permeability, because it eauses less hindrance to domain wall motion than pow>ity

within grains. Both types are evident in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5. If, indeed, some grains grew

very rapidly, they would trap pores, which as we have seen, can limit permeability by

pinning domain walls. For the composition of Nio.6ZnO,.Fe10. sintered at temperature

1350\: the increase of f4: is pronounced. This is be~ause the microstructure is

homogeneous with large grain size and a uniform size distribution, and the sintered

density is highest for this temperaturc,

'.0 a)Ni",zn",;7' • 120. -. • £
• 0• .00

4.8 :s
,~ __ Don'''y •80 0

E __ Initial Pcntleai>;iJty .1100 kHt a
0", 4.6 0

~ 60 ~

.q 5.0 360 ••."
" (b) N i,"Zno "Fe, a 4
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= -0 ~
0 300 c
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Figure 5.8. Tho variation of pi and p wilh 7; for (a) NI",Z~"}Fe,o,and (b) Ni"Zn"Fe,O, ,amples.
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Thc two ferrites obviously show relaxation rcsonancc, with the real part

p: decreases drastically at high frequency above 3MHz (depending on eompo~itions and

T,j, If H is a weak alternating field of high frequency, the domain wall will oscillale

back and forth through small distances about their mean position. The differential

equation for oscillating boundarics can be writtcn as

md'x!dl'+f3d~!dl+ca:=2M,H(t), where mis the effcctive wall mass, fJ the

viscou> damping factor, a the restoring con,tant, x thc wall displacement and H(I) the

driving foree [8, 9). The first term on the left hand side represenrs the wall inertia as a

product of mass times accelcration; the second tcrm is the damping opposing thc

propagation velocity, and the third term is as>ociated with wall pinning to defects,

exprc>sed as a restoring force. It is also observed that the higher the permeability of the

material, thc lower the frequency of the onset of ferrimagnctic resonancc. Tbis really

confirms wilh Snoek's limitf.p: =Constant [10], wheref,ls the resonance frcquency

for domain wall motion above which Jl: decreases. This means that there is all effective

limit to the product of resonance frequency and permeability so that high frequcncy and

high pelTIleability are mutually incompatible.

For pOlycrystalline material it has been shown [11, 12] that the resonance

jrequency can bc relatcd to the anisotropy constant by f. = constant x K,; i.e., the

resonance frequency decreases with the decreasc of anisotropy constant. The r.
variation can be attributed to variation of K, which mainly depends on the

miero~tructure and composition. In our pcrmeability spectrl1m we bave scen that the

resonance frequency decrease with the increase of Zn content. The rcason is that Zn not

only increases the magnetic moment but also lowers anisotrop)' [13]. On the other hand,

the permeability increases with a decrease of K" as we know from thc relation

Jl,""M.;! K:n [8, 12], The high permeability value~ at low frequcncies show the

dominant role played by wall motion.

Energy loss is an extremely important subject in ~oft ferrimagnetic materials,

,ince the amount of energy wasted on process other than magnetization can prevcnt the

AC applications of a given materia!. The ratio of p;' and 1£:.' representing the losses in

the material are a measure of the inefficiency of thc magnetic system. Obviously this
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par"mder should be as low ,,~ possible. The m"gnctic losses. which cau~e the phasc

shift, can be split up into three components: hysteresis losses, cddy CClrrcntlo~scs and

residual losses. This gives the formula tano~ <= tan 0" + tano, + tan ii,. fJ, is the initial

permeability which created at low field. Hysteresis losses vanish at vcry low field

strengths. Thns at low field thc remaining magnctic losscs are eddy currcnt lo,ses and

residual losses, Residual losses are independent of frequency. Eddy current losses

increase with frequency and are negligible at very low frequency. Eddy current loss can

be expressed as p, '" f' I p, whcre P, is the energy loss per UJ1itvolume and p is the

resistivity [8]. To keep the eddy current losses COll5tantas freqlleney is increased; the

resistivity of the material chosen must inere"se as the square of frequency. Eddy

currents are not problem in the Ni-Zn ferrites until higher frequencies are encountercd

be~ause they have very high resistivity about 1O'Qcm [14]. The ferrite microstructure i~

assumed to consist of grains of low resistivity separated by grain bound"ries of high

resistivity, Thicker grain boundaries arc preferred to increase the resistance. Fig, 5.9

shows the variations of loss factors with frequency of the two compositions of the

samples sintered ilt different sintering temperature T,. At frequencies with which we

observe loss factor as shown in Fig. 5.9, there is another type of loss that becomes

important and may predominate at certain frequencies. TIlis loss is ascribed to a

magnetic phenomenon called fcrrimagnetic resonance.

o. '. o.s
(a) Ni",Zn,,,Fe,o. (b) Ni,,,,Zn,,,Fe,O, '"r~___ 1400"C ____ I'OO"C I
-+-lJ50"C

__ mo"c •I

~
----&- 1100"C

__ IJOO"C •
---T- 1250"C I • "

--y---- 12.\00C
, £

• --+-11OO'C • , 0

~ 0.' --+-1200'C j, , 0.' •, ~
, II ~
0

~
..0

0

~/..0

~~!=. "0
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figure 5.9. The variation of Lo,s factor with frequency for (a) Ni',8Zn,,,Fe,O, and (b) Ni"r/.-no,Fe,O,

sample,.
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Loss factors are mlmmum for frequencies up to lMHz (depending on

compositions and T,). The rise in the value of loss factor aftcr that can be associated

with resonance phenomenon occurring in the domains. The addition of Zn lower:<;the

anisotropy constant and reduces the resonance frequency at low frequency. It is further

known that most of the electromagnetic characteristics of a ferrite material depcnd

strongly on the mierostructurc of the sintered body besides composition. 1 he los5 factor

decreases with decreasing grain size. At high frequencies, losses are found to be lower if

domain wall motion is inhibited. and the magnetization is forced to change by rotation

[14]' For this reason some gmdes of Ni-Zn ferrites arc delibemtcly sintered at low

tempemtllIc. Evidently, the grain boundary can be modified by sintering and this has

profound effects on the intergranular strength and magnetic properties. The initial

permeability is therefore affected by the grain size, sintcred density and the anisotropy

constant.
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li"igure 5.10. The variation of Q metor with frequency for (al Ni"Zno,Fe,O, and (b) N",2n"Fe,O,

sample,_

From the loss factor we havc calculated the relative quality factor (or Q fa~tor)

for both composition sintered at various temperatures. TIle Q factors are shown in Fig.

5.10. For inductors used in filter applications, the qualily factor is often used as a

,
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measure of performance. It is observed from the Fig. 5.10 that the ~ample sintered at

I200°C is of highest Q value for NiosZna,]Fe]04 while 1250°C for Nio62nrJ,.Fe204. The

highest Q value at 1250"C for Nin62n04Fe,O. while 1200"C for Nio8Zn~,Fe2()' is

probably due to the growth of less imperfection and defects in them than the samples

sintcred at higher T,. Smaller grain size is competent for larger Q vajue~. Thc highest Q

value for Nio.~Zna.Fe]O. is found to be 2.1x 10' at 1250°C sintering temperature.

S.4Temperature Dependent Permeability and Curie Temperature

The initial permeability as a function of temperature for both compositions of

Ni,_,ZnxFelh is shown in Figs. 5.11 and 5.12, For applications, the temperature

dependence of fJ: is very important. The initial pcrmeabilil} of the substances as a

function of temperature is measured at a constant frequency (100 kHz) of a sinusoidal

wave. It b observed that thc permeability falls sharply when the magnetic state of the

ferritc samples changes from ferrimagnetic to paramagnetic. The vertical drop of the

permeability at the Ci.lne point indicates the degrec of homogeneity in thc sample

composition [15, 16]' Our samples have showed an excellent degree of homogeneity.

Measurement of the initial permeability as a function of temperature can therefore be

used as a material characterization method. The T, for different samples is given in

Table-53.

It is noted that the samples oftwo compositions contain dilTcrcnt Zn contcnts, It

is observed from the Figs. 5.11 and 5.12 that the To is lower when Zn content is highcr.

This'is expected because of the inclusion of higher concentration of non-magnetic Zn in

the materials. This is in harmony with the theoretical and experimental findings. It is

also observed that the To slightly increases with increasing sintering temperature for

both compositions.

Table-5.3 .. 1he CUrle temperature, T" for Ni,.,2n,Fe,{J, sample,.

Sample composilion Sinlering lemperaiure Curie remperalure
(C) (C)

Nio8Zn~2FelO4
1400 516
1250 506
1400 353

NiD6Zno,.feI04 1250 350
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Ni-Zn ferrite is a mixed normal-inverse spinel type with a general formula

Fel.,Zn,[Nil.,Fel<J04, where the term within the square brackets indicates the

octahedral (B) sites aI1d the first term is tetrahedral (A) sites. The decrease 01"Tc with an

increasing Zn content may be explained by a modification of the A-B exchange

interaction strength due to the change of the FeJ- distribution between A and R sites.

The decrease of the Curie temperature is due to the weakening of the A-B interaction.

Thi, could be attributed to the increase in distance between the moments of A and B

sites, which is confirmed by the increase in the lattice parameter with increasing Zn

content. The larger distances between moments in samp1cs Niv,~nn4Fe20, leads to

decrease the A-B interaction relative to that of NiD,SZno.2FclO, samples and consequently

the T, decreases.

Anisotropy constants vary considerably with temperature. In most cases,

anisotropy decreases steeply from a high value at low tcmperature and then slO\vly

decreases down to lero at Tc [8]. There is then no preferred crystallographic direction

for the magnetization of a domain. It is observed that the initial permeability, }J"

increases with tempenlturc to a maximum value just below the Tc . Thb occurs, because

the crystal anisotropy normally decreases with increasing temperature [14]. The initial

permeability varies as }J, '" M~I K,"l [8, 12]. Since anisotropy decreases faster than

magnetization on heating, the initial permeability expectantly increases with

tcmperature, tends to infinity just below the Tc and then drops for the paramagnetic

pha;e. The peak near Tc is known as the 'Ilopkinson' peak [8].
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Conclusions

Soft ferrite applications are based on their ability to transfoml AC signals of

small amplitude into substantially large variations of magnetic Oux.The response of ;lOY

magnetic material in an applied magnetic field can be understood on the basis of

magnetic domains and domain walls. The value of the (relative) initial permeability

gives a good indication of how easily a given materia! can be mUb'1leti7-ed,since p, = 1

represents the free space. Large permeability, i.e., substllntially large magneliLalion

produced by small field, can only occur because of domain walls.

The XRD patterns of both compositions clearly indicate their single phase and

formation of spinel structure. The lattice constant of Nio,8Zn02Fc204 is found to be

8.3638 A while 8.3705 A for Nin,Zn04Fe204 samples. The increase in lattice parameter

with increasing Zn content in these samples can be explained on Ihe basis of the ionic

radii. The radius of the Zn~+(0.82 A) is greater than that of theNr (0.78 A). The study
of microstructure shows thaI grain size increases with sintering lempcralUre.The densily

of the NiniZno,2Fe204 samples increases as the sinlering temperalUrc increases from

1200°Cto l300'C and above lJOO'C the density decreases slightly. The Ni" ,ZnQ4Fe204

samples show similar behaviour of changes 10 thaI of Nio.sZn01Fe,O. samples except

that the density is found to be maximum at 1350'C. During the sintcring process, the

thermal energy generates a force Ihat drives the grain boundaries 10 grow over pores,

thereby decreasing the pore volume and increasing the density of the materials. At

higher Slntering temperatl.lres the density decreases, because the intragranular porosity

increases as a result of discontinuous grain growth. The discontinuous growth of"grain

rises with temperature, hindering the migration of the pore to the grain boundary and

hence, contributing tOVv<lrdthe reduction of the sintcred density. There is an enlargement

of grain size obtained for increasing LII content. This is because of the fact that Zn

promotes sintering, bringing about an increase in grain size.



The permeability value increases with increasing Zn content in l,'il.,7.n,Fe,o.,.

because the average grain size increases with increasing 7:n content. Larger grams lend

10con,ist 01'a greater number of domain walls. Thus the domain wall motion is affected

hy the grain ~i/e and enhanced with the increase of grain size. The initial permeabilily.

therefore. increa,es wilh grain size. The fl;' al~o increases with the increa,e oI'sintcring

temperature. becau~e the average grain size increa~es with increasing sintering

temperature. !Jut for hoth composition.'>, 1': is found to be maximum at optimum T,
(depending on sample composition). 11'the sintering temperature i~ higher than that of

the optimum T" jl," decreases. Higher ~intering temperatures (> optimum 1;) may

increa~c the number of pores within the grains of the samples, which resLlhs In a

decrease in permeability. A sample with more uniform and bigger grain size as well as

highe,t density is obtained at 1350'C sintering temperature for Nia"znn,Fe,OJ

composition. The maxmlUm fl: is oh,erved at this optimum T, for Nio6Zno1Fe,O,

compo~ition. When (he grain is large, the grain contains multidomain. and the

permeability is mainly afrected by domain wall displacement or by wall bowing, The

initial permeability proportionally changes with sinlCring density. Porosity and other

defects do not affect the initial permeability if (hey are confincd to the grain boundaries

(intergranular defect~); otherwise, the initial permeability ~everely decreases since

porosity within grains acts as pinning site~, reducing the volume swept hy wall bowing

or by ',>,alldisplacement. The pcnneability drops off and the magnetic lo~ses increa~e

because of the occurrence of a femmagnelie resonance, 1 his faclor limits the frequency

a! which a magnetic material can be used. The fl: values for all samples arc found [0 he

indepelldent of rrequeney below the re,onanee frequency. The ferrite ,\lith high

permeahility tend, 10have its permeahility decreases at a relatively low freqllcncy. Thi~

i8 hceause of [he fact that the addition or Zn content increases the permeability but

lowers the resonance frequency by lowering the anisotropy. The variation of K, mainly

depend~ on the microstTilcture and composition. The requiremcnts of high pcrmeability

and high working frequency lead 10 a compromise. since for a given composition, an

inerease in grain size leads simultaneously to an increase in permeahility and decrease in

resonance Irequency. The choice of the hasic composition also represents a compromise.

since both resonance frequency and permeability are related to crystalline anisotropy
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(Resonance frequency inereascs with the increase of K" and pel111eabilily decreases

with the increase of K,),

The highest Q value for ,VilJ,6Zn",Fe10, is found to be 2.1x104 at 1250.C

sintering lemperature. The highe,t Q value obtained for Ni"Q'Lno,Fe20-l sample at

1250°C and for Nin8Znol1'e)C)4 sample at J200"C is probably due to the gro\\flh oflcsser

imperfection and defects in them than those in lhe ,amplcs sintered at higher T,. Smaller

grain si7e is competent for larger Q valucs. For this reason, some grade,> of Ni-Zn

fcrrites are delillerately sintered at low temperature.

The Curic tcmperature of Ni",HZn02Fe204 is found to bc 516:!:loC ",hile 353:1:1'C

for /1,'in6Zno-lFe10, samples sintered at 1400'C. The decrease orthe Curie temperature is

due to the weakening of the A-B interaction. This could be attributed to the increase In

distance betwccn the monients of A and B sites. which is confirmed by the incrcasc in

the lattice parameter with increasing Zn content. The larger distanccs between momcnts

in samples Nio6Zno-lFe)04 leads to decrease thc A-B inter<lction relative to that of

NilJs7.nlJ,2Fc20. samples and consequently the Tc dccreases. From this investigation, we

may finally concludc that the highest permeability can be obtained by choosing lhe

proper composition and sintering tcmperatnre (optimum T,).
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Ab"""t

}.:',_,Zn,I'"O, whhx = 0.2 "n~ 0.4 are preparedby a <onvent,onalsolid."ato ",""ion 1<chLliqu<,s.mplo.<were,inte"d "' vunnu'
t,mpe,a'ur" S',"clur.1 and ,urf,,,,, morphology.re "udied byX-my dlff",otionand op'i,.1 m,otoscopy The magn"li' prop"'i" of
'he fwite, were ohar.,to'".ed wHh high-frequ,ncy (1kHz-13MH'l mea<UfCmcnl>,Toe Curie temper.lure of Ni"Ln"F"O, "
516I IcC, whil, ]5] I 1O( fo, N'oJnMFe,O" Th, rel,""" quality fa"o, for Ni""Zo"F"O, "mple \ioto"d at 1250'(" i< round
m",mum (2.1 , III').Thc dr,,,, or microstruetu""oOmpo<i',onand the "",,ring temp"'!u," on ,he oomph p"me,blli'y of N,-Zn
f"rI'e, "re d",",,,,d
':(~200" PI''''ie, B.V,All right>r",rved,

PAU.15.\O,Gi

L In'mdnetion

Ao"o,dmg to their ,tructure spinel.type ferrit'" arc
nalurdl ,"perlattices, It ha, tetrahedral A ,ite and
oddh"u,.1 Il Slte m AB,O, crystal ,trueturc. It shows
various magnettc properties depending on the COmposillOn
and cmion d'Slnbution, Various cation, can be placed in A
,Ito and B ,ito to tune,ts magnetic properti". Depending
on A ,ito "nd B "te catLonS it can e>hibit f<rrimago.tie,
antiferromagnetle, spin (ciU",er) glass, and paramagnetic
beha,'ior [II Due '0 their ,emarkable behavior of magnetic
and electric proportie, they arc subjects of mlen••
Iheoretlc,,1 and experimental invesligation for applic.tion
purpose [I 51.Most olher teehnoiogically u,eful magnetlc
m"tonah ,uch as iron and wft magnetic alloy' have low
eloclTical ""isti"ity, Th" make, them u,c1e» for appltea-

"Co, "'roodi" ,"'tlo" To!" + KS02966161], r." ~ SS02 S61J(I4!.
F..mod ,ddm", "~,,,I,,,,,",",,, ph,.bu<l "M.

m,",llll".")," )"1100,om tA K:-1, A"h" Ho""ml

O}o4.8!SJ,'~-"" fmnl m,lt" (j )[J()/lEloev'" B,v. All ,i~""",wd.
doi.t" 11>1h:J i",,"m ")(1<\'" ~12

tlOn, al high frequencie', for example, a, inductor core ,n
TV eireui", The problom " that lheir low electrical
r",i'tivity "liow, eddy current> to now wnhin tho m.Hemls
lhem,elves, thercby produeing heat and w"ste energy The
prouuced heat" often C"USInga ,erious prablem [6 Iii,
Thus, nan_ferrite materials become ineffic,enl a, they waste
energy and the wastago" hlghe, as the frequency become,
hLgher.Recently, eolo,,,,,1magnetor""i".n", (eM R) effeel
ha' be<" ob,orved in ZnFe,O, and N,.,ub"ituted
Zn,_,Ni,F<,O, fomte, [Ij, This paper fucuses an the
effoc' af mlerOSlructure and the ,intering tempora,u'o an
!he complex penneability of Ni-Zn I""ito,. A po"ible
eorrel"tion be'woen ,inlerlOg temper"lUre. grain ,i"" and
density is "Iso di,eussed.

2. Exporimental

The N"_.7n,Fe,O, (for.~ = 0.2. 0.4) sample> were syn.
the,i,.cd uSing the standard solid-state rcactlOn teehniquo.



P""der elf NiO (99.9%), ZnO (99.999%) and Fo,O.,
(99.99%1 wefe ">cd a, raW mat<"als. StOlehiometrie
amD',"!> of ,,'<]uired powdors were mi"d thoroughly and
then c"lcmed "t ItOO"C fot 24h. The calcined powders
were then pressed inw di,,~.,haped and toroLd-,h"ped
sampl" The ,,,mples were ,inlered at VaTlOU'lemperatures
1200, 1250. 1300, 1350 and 1400"C in air for 5h, The
lemperature mmp was WOC/min for both cooling and
heatmg Miorostructural properlle, were investigated with
a high_resolution opt;c,,1 miero,cope, X-ray dJffraetion wa,
carried out wnh "n X.r"y diffractometer w,lh Cu-K,
radiat,on, The theoretical density, p,,,, was calculated "sing
the e.'P,'e"ion, p," =~M/NAU'. where NA i, lhe Avoga-
dro', numl>er, M L8the molecular welght and a i, the lattice
constant. The porosity was calculated from thc rdation
{lOO(p,,, _ Pn)/P'hj%, where Po ;s the bulk density
mea,urcd by the furmula Ps = M/V. Avorag< grain ,,,0.,
(g,ain dlameler) of ,he ,ample, were determined from
opt",.1 micrograph, by linear_intercept t""hmque [12{. The
frequency charaelcnstie, of lhe Ni-Zn ferrile ,ample,
1.<, Inc iOL,i,1 permeability spectra were investigated
u,ing an Ag;lent Imped"ne<: Analyzer (model no, 4i92A),
The eomple< perme:lbilily measuremenl, on toroid-
,haped SPCClmen, havo been carried out at room tempera-
lure on all the samples In til. frequency range
I kllt-IJ),1H? TI,e value, of the mea,ured parameters
ohtaJn ,lS " [<mellon of frequency and tbe real (/i) and
im"g.""ry part (j!") of the complex permeabilily ha""
been cakulAted uSing tho following relations: ji = 41 Lo
and Ji' = Ii lano. whore 4 i, the ,df.induelane<: of the
salnple COTeand Lo = j!oN'S/d i, dcrived geometrlcaliy.
II.". I", i, lhe Induclance of the wmding cuil without the
,ample corc. N is Ihe numher or IUrn, of lho coil (N = 5), S
i. the '"'''' of eTO" ,,,,,tion. "nd d lS the mean diameter of
lhe .ample. The t<mpcrature-dependenl permoability
",a, measured at a con,lanl frequoncy (100 kHl) of a
,iml>Oidal wave The Cunc lemperalut"< of lhe ,ample, WaS
determined from the temperature-depcndem permeability
moa'UTemcn!>

3. R""ull' .nd discussions

3.1. Lalliee 1'''''''''''",8, den.lily ami porumy of ,he ,''''"ple,

The X-"ay diffracllOn pattern, for the ,,,mple, NL,_,Zn,
Fe,04 wllh x = 0.2,0.4 ",e ,hown m FJ~ I, The X-my
dlffmctlon patterns for both cOmpo"tlom dearly indicate
thm ,ingk ph.se and formallOn of ,pinel crystal struelure
Analy<ing the XRD patlern, we notice that the po"tlon' of
the peaks comply wllh tbc reporled value [II. The mea,,,red
ianiee paramel<:r. densily, porosity and average grain SJze
for d;fforem ,amples sint<t"<d at differen' lemper<ltures arc
given m Tahle I. It was observed lhat lhe lauicc parameter
mcre",e, with incre",ing Zn 'ub,titution for ,he ,ample
N;,_,ZnxFe,O" The increase in laltiee p",ameter wllh
Inerca,mg Zn content can be explamcd on tbe ba,i, of the
lOnie radii, The r"dLm of the Znl+ (0.82 A) i, greater ,h.n
that of the Ni" (O.7RA) [I). We ob,e"ved that lherc i, no
notl""able v",iation of ianiee par.meler w;lh gram stzc.

"
N'l.,Zn,Fc,O, ~

"

"

" i

~ TI,=040

ch_ --~
IlL LJ,=020 I !I

" ,

I
F'g, I. Th, X'r4~d,rr""iQn rot'''"' ro, ,h, ","pI" N,,_,Z",F"O,
,ol" < ~ 0,2,0,',

T.'"'' ,
Til, 1,1<11"poco,",", J,n'''" por,,"'y, .,'''".' ""in ,,"" ,"<1 """" """""" [''''l"'"'''' 0" th, N;HZ",F"Q, <omp'''' ,;nl"," " "",ou,
"'"P"ol""" with "<eodw,1ltime lh

.I.mpl, ",mpo,,"oll ,;n1","" ltmp"'H'r< ('0 "(AI ", (glem') p. (glom'l P(%) ."in "" (,",,) ,1,IMH'i

N;""Z., ,1'0,0, ,~ i J<51i ,.ll 4,969) ,, ,l.l ,
<.1lO 4,97'5 ., 10.7 ,
"00 • 9S", " '.0 ,
,," ',9""' ,. n "
""0 4,5749 14.5 (,.' "N,,,ln,,>',O, ,~ a,)70, 5.11 4 ~6Jl ,. ,n ,
'.1lO 4,9601 " 2, .•1 ,
". 49011 '" 11.4 ,
12>0 4,9010 Ul ," •
t200 Hlo) 10.1 " •
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F;g, l, Th, ",,,';on of """ty ,"d po'o'''Y w;lh ,m'''''"g "mpom'""
fo, I.)N,o,zn"Fe,0, ",d (h) "'~ ,Zno,Fe,O, "mph

F,gs, 5(a.b) and 6(a.h) ,how the real "nd imd~inary
permeabliity 'pectra for Kio.,Zn,.,Fe,04 and Nt, ,Zo" ,.
Fe,O, ,amp!es, l'e,pceti,c1y, Tlte permoability v"luo
incma,'" with tncrca,mg Zn content in Ni,_,Zn,Fo,o4
forril•. With mcroa", of ';.tle"ng tcmpcr"tures. T" lhe rc"!
part of the ;nitial permeahlhty, 1<, i, found lo mcrease at
first and lhen decrca,c, In case of N;o,Zno,Fe,O, ,ample,
1< mcrease, as T. increa,es up to 1300'C and above
1300.C, !': decroa",'. The N'o,.zno ,fe,O, ,ample> also
,how similar behavior e,ceplth"l!,: i, found to maximum
at 1350°C. A, ,inlermg tempcralure inc,"a,c,. ,be nalural
,",onanCO frequency for the 1'10,Zno ,Fe,O, ,ample'
shifted from 13 to 5MH, and from 9 10 3MHz for
Nio.z"",Fe,O, ,ample" Tbe fl'.values for all ,ample, are
fOWld IndeponJenl of frequency below the rc,onanCe
frequency. There is a ,h"rp decrea,e of !< "nd mcredse of

3.3. Complex permeobility

en!argemont of grain Size i, oh'a,"cJ for inceea,mg Zn
cOolent.

",'g, J, Th, OPel'"~miowg,.,ph, of ""11,Z",,"',O. ""'p'" ~"""cl "
1<mp'"'"''' (.) ,,",o"C. (b) I).'OT,,," IcIIlOO.C '" '" (m"",,",J
400 x),

",

I.-Il)13(1f)

"nte, "'~ '['"'po"""'" 1'0

4' ,_,

I~r"

'3' '"
!

The optical micrographs of variou, NID,Z"" ,Fe,O, and
Nia,Zoo .•Fe,O, samples ''"tored at !400. 1350 and
1300'C "m ,hown in Fig< 3(" c) and 4(a eJ. re'l"'"tively.
Their average grain SiZesfor all samples are pro>ontedLll
Tob!e I. Tho ,inlering temperalUre has great mftuence on
the micro>tructure. it wa, observed tbatthc avera~e ~raio
,ize of the sample increa,ed with increasing ,intcring
temperature. It wa, also observed that the ,ample
compOSitionha, an influence on lhe enhancement of gram
si,", Thc a,erdge ~rain ,izc for the sampk Nio,Z"" ,Fe,o,
is gredter tl",o thal of Nio,Zn"Fo,O" There lS an

Fig. 2 ,how" tho denSlty and porosity a, a function of
,jot.ring temperatures for both compositions. The dcn,ity
of the N,•• Zno ,1'0,04 samples ;nc,"""" as the ,inlcring
temperature incrca>es from 1200 10 1300.C and above
13DO°Cthe den"ty bogin, to decrea,e a> ,hown in Fig. 2
0" lhe other hand. poro,ity (P) Qrthe 'dropl. doorca,e,"'
morea,ing sjnterlng t""'perature up to 1300°C and above
13000( the pora,ity incre•..,'_ The NiooZno,Fc,04
,ample,1aha ,bow similar behavior except that dcn,ity ;,
reached to ma,imum al 1350'CO It " known that tho
pur"';I}' of ,ccarole ,am pies result, from two ,ouree,.
inlrJgr,ulUlar por",ily and 101ergranuiarporosily [2].Thu,.
the total poc",ity eou!d l>ewriuen as P _ Pam. + Pm'."
The ,,"el'granular porosity maLlllydepends on the grain
,ize [2] At higher sll\tetlng temperatures the demity is
dceroa,ed bcc,lUsethe mtragranular poro"ly " increased
fC,ulting fl'oln d"eontinuous ~rain growlh. This re,uit
agrees with lhe re,uil for M~CuZn ferrites II J].
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the lmaginmy part. Ii:> of the initial permeahilLty above the
re,una"Ce frequency. The resonance frcquoncie< for all
sampk, arc pro"-"Iltod in T"blc 1.

From the loss luotor. wo h""e calculated lhe relativc
quality factor (or Q factor) for both cumpo,ition 'allered
at various temporaturc'S. The Q factors are shown m
Fig. 7(a) and (h) for N,o ,ZnD ,FC,04 ""d Nio ,Zno 4Fe,O,.
respoctively For inductor> used in filter applicallons. the
quality factor i, often med ,lSa measure ofpcrformancc It
" ob,ervod from Fig, 7(a,b) that the ,ample ,intorcd al
1200"C is of highe't Q value for N'"ZnOlFe,O, while
t250 °C for Nio ,Zno ,Fe,O"

The ,Iudy microstrocture rcvealed that a, T, increase,.
the grain ,ize ahu inc,"",e" Thus, for a largo grain the
permeability ,hould incredse as i( varie< proportLonall)
with grain diameter, Thus. one can expect higher I': for (he
'ample "inlcred at higher T., Howcver, we observed that
tbi, inorca,e of I', was found 10 be ob.,orved for some
optimum T,. depcndmg on thc ,ample oompo,ition ,lS
,hown in H~, 8(a.h), Above thc opllmum T,. 1': decrease"
Wc oclievo th"l the reason behind thi, phenomenun i, that
the .ample heat u.•• ted at highcr tomporalure, (above
optimum T,) contains mcre",mg numocr of pure, within
lhe grains which rc,ulls in decrease m permeability Similar
behaviOr was obso",ed hy Guillaud [141. The author
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3,4, Temperal"rc-<iependenl perm""b,lily und CUrtO
lemperawr<

The lmtlal permeability as " f~nctlOn of temperature
far both compoSltion, of Ni,_,Zn,Fc,O, i, ,hown LI1
Fig, 9(a,h)_ For applicatlOn" lhe tcmperall're dependence
of I< " very important. The jni(ml permeahdity of the
substance, •• a function of temperat~re was mea,ured at"
con,tant freql'eney (l00 kHz) of a "nusoidal w,we, Il was
oh,erved that the pcrmeabi1ity fall, ,harply when tho
magnotic >late of the ferrite sample, changes from
forrimagnelk 10 paramagnetic, The Curio lemporal",e,
T,," dotormin<:d by drawing a tangent for the cUrVeat the
rap,d deere",e of ~:' The inter",ction of tho tangent with
tho tomporature axj, determme, T,_
II j, ob,orved from tbc Fig, 9!a,b) lhat when Zn'+

oontent i, bigher, the To i, lower. Thi, "expecled bocau ••
of the inclusion of h'gher concentration of non-magnetic
Zn m the materi"k Thi, is in h"rmany with the theoretical
and e,perimenlal finding'_ 11 is also ohserved (not shown)
thal the T, i, ,hghlly inerca,cd with increasing ,mterlng
temperature for both composition"
Nl-Zn ferrite i, a mjxed normal-iove"" 'pinel type with

a general form~la Fe,_,Zn,[Ni,_,Fe,+.]O" where lhe
term withm the 'quaro bracket, indkHles lhe octahedral
(B) "te, and tbe firsl term js tetrahedral (A) ,lto,_ The
decrea", of T, WIth an inereasjng ZIl2+ content may be
oxplamod by a modification af tho A-B e,ehange into,"c_
tjon strength d~o to the change of the Fe.\+ di'lribution
hetween A and B ,ile,_ The deerea •• of the Cuno
temperm~re" due to tbc weakening of lhe A-B intorae_
\100_Th" could bo attributed 10 the mere.", in lh. djslanee
between the moment, of A and B sites which i, confirmed
hy the increa,e m tbc lauice parameter with mcroa,ing Zn
content The langest jn di,t"nee, botwecn moment, lead,
the A-B inloracljon to deerca,e for ,amples N'o,Zno'
Fe,O, rolative to NL, ,Zno ,Fo,O, sampl« and con",_
quontly the To i, decrc",cd

f \(J' ,------------'----,"" ~

] N"",/o" 0,
'Oil ~

"

domonstMed that the permeability decrea,ed with inereas-
ing p<",entage af grains passes,ing pmo, despile inoreasing
grain ,ill:. Far lhe compasl1ian of Nio ,Zno"Fe,O. sinlered
at lomporalurc 1350.C, the increa,e of !< i, prononnced,
TIlLS IS bocau,e the sintered density i, higho,l and the
poroSIty JS lowe't for th" temperalure,

II "well known that the permeabiljly of polyory,laliine
fernte LS",Ia<cd to twa different magnelLzing mcchdnjsms:
,pin wlolion ,lnd domain wall molian 1~,151,which ean be
de,eribod a" IJ;= I + Xw + X",", where XWis tho domain
"all ,u>ceptibilily, X'pm" mtrin"e rotational ,"","p(jbiljty.
lw ami l.p," may ho wriuon a" Xw= 3~M; D/4y and X'PI"=
hM;/K. with M, saturaMn magnct;z.atJon, K" lho tOlal
ani,otrc>py, {) the gram diameter, and, the domain wall
energy Tll"'. the domajn wall mOljon lS aflected by the
grain ,ne and enhanced wLth the inerea,e of grain ,i"e, The
two ferrites ahvlOu,ly ,howed relaxation re,onance, with
the real parI I': decr<a,mg dra'ticaHy at high frequoncy of
m",o than 3M]lz (dependmg on compo,itions and T,),
bee,,~,e the ,pin rotation plays a rela1Jvely more important
role when th. domain wall mot jon reduces, Thi, re,ult
"gr •• , "ilh tho re,"I, for Mn",Nio,Zn"Fe,O, [171, It i,
oh,e,,-cd ,h"l "' the permeabillly ,"'rtod to decrease, the
n"lUnd re,onanoc frequency,j, (Le, lhe frequency at which
!': ,bow, pedk) get' higher_ Th" really connrm, wLtb
Snoek's ,elOMn lif, = constant [16]'
The h'ghe,t Q value at 1250 °C for N;o .zno ,Fe,O. while

l200'C for Ni.,Zno,Fe,O, " prohahly due lo the growth
of less Lmperfcclion and defect, m lhem than the samples
,jnlerod al higher T" Smaller gram silO" compolent for
I"rgee Q value,. Tho Q valuo mcrea,es with an increase of
Zn SUb'l;lutlon bocau>e it js believed to be due to the high
rc,i"ivity of lhe mmenal

r," 8 n, ,""";00 of '" ,,,d P .mh T. fo' "";0"' I.) Ni,,zo,,Fo,O.
,"d (0) N'o<,Zo •• F"O ••• mpl,,_

" -0- 1"".lr,,,,,,,",I,,y"' '''f>'H7
'",' J1R1'

IJm
S"'lC"n~1'''"1''''''0'' ,"(-,
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4, Cundu,Jon;

The microstrueillre ;{udy ,hows that gram Sll<merea,es
with "'ltC' 109 temperature, A samplo with mOTe un,_
rOTinand larger grain ,ize dS well as highest den,ity is
ob'amcd at 1150°(' "ntoriL1g tompcraturc ror :'>i'o,Zno<-
Fc,O, compo,itlOil The max;n1L1m1', i, al,o Ob'CTycda{
tl1i, Op'"TIUm T, fOT Nio,Zno,Fe,O, compo,ition,
The intt,al pcmwabih'y " proportionally inerea",d with
,inlOring den.lity. The highest Q value (2,1 x 10') for
j';i"£n"Fe,O,, is ob{aioed for tho ,ample "iu'ercd at
1250"C. 11,C To of Ni, ,Zn,.,Fe,O, is 516ot 1°C while
lS) ::t I 'C for NLo,Zn, 4Fo,04. From tbc mvcsllgallon
carried OlLtin [hi, work we may say that {he highe't
permeabil,ty can be obwmect by choo,ing tho proper
composition dod slOtering temperature (optimum T,j.
The,c Te,ull, aro helpful fur practical application, or
NL-Zn fCTntC'.

Tho pro,onl ,tudy IVa, ,uppurlcd by Bdnglade,h Uni-
YC""y or Fngml;i;nng & Technology (BUET).
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